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Holland City News.
YOL. VIL-NO.

HOLLAND,

8.

MICIL, SATURDAY, APRIL 6,

Oenerul Dialeri.

Huxley on Education.

Site Gotland
'T'K ROLLER,

D., RoUil Dealer In DrjQoodi,
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and conveyancer; offlcc and store, cor. 9th and Market street.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

BOLUND Clllf,

•

\TAN PUTTEN G„ General Dealers, In Dry

V

-

Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.

MICHIGAN,

OFFICE: VAN LANDKGLND’S BLOCK.
Livirrand Salt SUbUi.

D0ESBUS5, Editor

0. J.

and Publisher.

TZBUS OF SUBSCBIPTIONi-JO.OOparjearln
idrance.

l)OONE «fc ALBERTI, Livery and Sale Stable.
JD Office and barn on Market street. Everything
first-class.

JOB PRINTING PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.

square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for first Insertion, and 23 cents for each subsequent Insertion for any period under three

months.
| 3 x. | 6 m. I 1 T.
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30

Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
in ready made clothing and Gents' Furnish
Feed,
ing Goods.

D

OUTKAU A VAN ZOERKN, New Meat MarI) ket, nearcornerEighth and Fish Street. All

®

.

..................... .
$100 lb .....................
Barley, ft 100 lb ...................
Middling, ft 100 tt) .................
Flour, fl 100 lb .....................
Pearl Barley, $ 100 lb ..............3 00

“

Meat Marketi.

in 00
18 00
1 05
1 00
1 10
8 00
4 00

ft ton

®

Meats, Eto.
Beef, dressed per

Pork,

“ “

lb

....................

4 ®
4 f

5
4!4

Lard .................................
io

Smoked Meat ......................... ®10

Effect, Tuesday Jan.

1,

1878.

Arrivrat

Rapids.
“
“
a.m.
“
“
t
p.m.
Muskegon,
11.55
9.85

“ “
“
“
“
“ “ #
J

9.25

p.m.

J 1.15

m w.

f 5.15 “
3.30 p.m.
5.25 a. m.
3.35 p.m.

New Buffalo &
Chicago. | 1.05 a.m. 12.15 “
f 5.10 “ # 11 00 a. m.
3 25 p.

m.

Chickens, dressed per

Ua&ufactorici,Ullli, Shopf, Itc.

Penlwater

6 Big Rapids. 10.45 a. ra.

Ham ............................
7
H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
Shoulders .....................
6
and Smoked Meats and Vegetable*; paper
Tallow,
per
lb
..........................
and twine; 8th street.
Turkeys, “ ...........................9 fjio

V

lb

................ t>

®

7

L»are

Train*. Hutland, Holla wl.

Grand

“
“

yAN DER HAAR,

1 9.45 “

2.4a

rvKMING, W.

II., Manufacturerof

Plow*, By

VTKALD, R. K.,

CHICAGO

id

L

IhOOST, John A. Notary Public. Office In Common Connell Room», Van Landegend* block.

p.

m.

p.

m.

Going South.
No. 3. No. 1,
p. m. a. m.
Muskegon, 2
7 60

00 12 15
00
25 11 41 Ferrvsbnrg, 2 S3 8 40
7 15 1188 Grand Haven, 2:38 8 56
6 30 11 07
3 13 9 40
5 35 10 40 Holland, 3 45 11 15
5 07 10 18 Fillmore, 4 15 1145
8
7

Pigeon,

like to get a

TTOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent,
'XI Notary Public; River street.

work among

the

craftsmen of

the

S. W., Blendon,Mich., Attorney
Law and Notary Public. Special attentiou
given to foreclosure of Mortgagesaud collection*.
Office In the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
Bulk* A Bros.
.

R. A. City Poysician. Office at D.
K. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8th Street.

0

to get

streets."

those crude products into salable form.

“Oh, well— school children—you

The advice offered by Mr. Huxley to the how they are."
workingmen of England is Just as appliDat’s w’at make

do.

country is almost incalculably rich

better be

A

TFIGGINS,

B. P. the leading Photographer.Gallery oppositethis office.

Saddlen.

yAUPELL, H., Manufacturer of

and dealenu
Harness, Trunk*, Saddles aud Whip*;

T

Eighth street.
J.,

Agent. Office
Eighth street.

Attorneyat Law and Collecting
Kenyon A Van Putten’* bank

in

Basking

and

xchange.

Tobacco aad Cigar*.

rpK HOLLER,

O. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
Cigar*, Snufl, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.

X

U' KN YON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting,
Draft* bought and sold; Eightn street.

IV

Barberi.

Watches aad Jewelry.

TOSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
and dealers In Fancy Goods; Corner of Mar-

I'VE GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving, ket and Eighth Street.
Bhampooulng, hair-dyelug, etc., done at reasonable rate*. Barber shop next door to the City
.
14-1 y

•

U

Hotel.
Boot!

JSflfKtiW.

and Shoti.

A Gentle Hint,

I say

w’at

I

duz. Day

pickeo up chips. W’at a

nigger gwineter 1’arn outen books? I kin

mu’

take a bar’l stave an’ fling

sense inter

made

to

This stave

in pro-

I

Manufacturer of and dealer in
Boot* and Shoe*, Leather, Finding*,etc.,
Eighth street.

A lot of fancy colored shirts are just
received at E. J. Harrington at Irom 75c
to $1.50 each.

---Special Invitation.

er ignunce.”

don’t believe in education?”

She done got beyant ’er blzness. I ain’t
that the vast wealth of these States be- larnt nuthin’ in books, an yit I kin count
comes as a trifle besides them. The riches all de money I gits. No use a talkin’,

were acquired more by boss. Put a sptilllnbook In a nigger’s
the carelul artisan than by the agricultur- hands an right den en dar’ you loozes a
ist. To the end that the boys of Amer- plough baud. I done had de spe’unce un
of the old world

ica

may

be trained to feel the honor of a

W'—

Call at our Drug Store and get a trial
bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery, free of
charge, if you are suffering with a Cough,
Cold, Asthma, Bronchitis, Consumption,
loss of voice, tickling in the throat, or any
affection of the Throat or Lungs. This is
the great remedy that is causing so much
excitement by its many wonderful cures,
curing thousandsof hopeless cases. Over
one million bottles of Dr. King's New Discovery have been used within the last year,
and have given perfect satisfactionin every
instance. We can unhesitatingly say that
this is really the only sure cure lor throat
and lung affections, and can cheerfully
recommend it to all. Call and get a trial
bottle free of charge, or a regular size for
$1.00.
Vau Putten, Holland City,

Wm.

--

excellence,which is called genius,

them

to

for 400 years. Clqae by are the Seven

Towers, within whose massive keep a
Russian Ambassador has often been Im-

they recapture it. Here too, is the chapel,

now
Our &tUro*d Lands.

n

the House

of

twice,

Representatives,March

18, referredto the Committee
Judiciary, and ordered to

be

with one side cooked, and the other

waiting until, in the fullness of things, it

House Resolution139, was read

on

the

printed.

Hon. John W. Stone, on leave, introduced
the followingjoint resolution:

can

in its turn be submitted to the fire.

During the massacre of Chio, a number of

Greek children who had been carried off
by the Turks were ransomed and afterward educated by a philanthropic society.
One of these boys, who was ransomed and

educated by Americans, has become i
Sanctioning the conditions imposed by
wealthy householder it St. Stefano. It
the State of Michigan in disposing of
certain lands granted by act of Congress was under the roof of ihisChiote exile,
of June third, eighteen hundred and who had been trained by American mis.
fifty-six.

sionaries, that the conqueror of Turkey,
Whereas there was granted to the State of the Grand Duke Nicholas, received shelter
Michigan, by act of Congress of June
while the diplomatLts were chattering
third, eighteen hundred and fifty six*
over
the conditions of peace.
certain lands to aid in the construction
---- —
-----

NOTICE.

TV

and

if

old walls, which have not been beaieged

people and turn the frying pan on the day of the taking of
account for the good of society.” Constantinople,and have lived on until

7-2w

market.

the Porte were

to catch these exceptional

1

in

and

conducted, is under the shadow of the

most im- in whose devoutely worshiped wells live
of all educational schemes the miraculous fish which jumped out of

.

aU

San Stefano, where the peace negotiations between Russia

it is nevertheless,the

„

price?"

-

San Stef&no, the Treaty Tows.

prisoned, and the walled-up gate through
iu a million ever develops that intensityof which the Moslems expect that the Chrisinstinctiveaptitude, that burning thirst for tians will re-enter Constantinople when

For fancy striped stocking at 12 cents
a
pair
go to E. J. Harrington’s Cheap Cash
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder
Dentiit.
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd Store.
Fellow's Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of a railrod from Grand Haven and
P'1 EE, D. M., Dental Surgcan; residenceand of- of each week
Pere Marquette to Flint, and thence to
\JT flee on Eighth street, opposite Van Raalte's Visiting brothers are cordially Invited.
While coughs and colds are very prevPort Huron, in the said Stale; and
Shoe
— •*
A. W ELTON, N. G.
alent, we recommend a trial of Young’s
N. W. Bacon, R. S.
Whereas
the said lands were, by the board
E5URGU80N, B. K. Dental Surgeon. Pcrfornu
Cough and Lung
tf
of control of railroads for the State of
-T alf operationsappertaining to DentistryIn
I have just received a large and new
the best style of the art. Office, over E. Herold’e
F. & A. X.
Michigan, so far as they appertainedto
Shoe store.
A Regular Coraraunicationof Unity Lome, stock of all kinds of Dry Goods, which I
the route from Grand Haven to Flint,
No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall.
and thence to Port Huron, granted to,
Sragi and Eediolsei.
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, April will sell just as cheap as any other house
and conferred upon, the' Port Huron
in the city. Call in and see before yon
TVOESBURG. J. O., Dealer In Drugs and Medl- 17, at7o’clock, Bharp. David Bertscii, W. M.
and Lake Michigan RailroadCompany,
KJ cine*, Paints and Otis, Brushes, Ac. Phy- O. Brbyman, Sec's.
purchase elsewhere. I will take Butter
with a conditionrequiring the said railsician'*prescriptions carefully pat up: Eighth *t.
road company to couvey said lands to
and Eggs in exchange for goods and pay
\fEENGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drag*, Medactual settler upon the said lands at the
the highest market price. Don't fail to
xYl Iclnes, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Perprice of one dollar and twenty-five cents
fnmerie*. River street.
gatifcs.
come and see our new Spring Styles!
per acre; and
YTAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer In Drug*, Medi' D. BERTSCII.
Whereas,
on the fourteenth day of May,
J „ cine*, Palnta, Oil*, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
eighteen hundred and seventy seven, the
W. Van Din Bctio's Family Medicines;Eighth 8t.
Query: “Why will men smoke comlegislatureof the State of Michigan ratiYA/’-ALSH UEBElt, Druggist A Pharmacist; a . The undersigned,Dr. L. E Best, having
fied and confirmed said action of the
mon
tobacco, when they can buy Marburg
full stock of goods appertaining to the ba«- settled in the Holland colony, offers his
board of control of railroads, and also the
incs*.
Bros.
'Seal
of
North
l arolino,' at the same
services as a Physician,Surgeon and Ac
patent of the governor of the said State
coucheur to the public at large, and
45-ly ,
fanitarB,
conveying the said lands on said condiwhereas he pays particularattention to
tion as to actual settlers;
<
AX EYE It, 11- & CO., Dealer* In all kinds of Fur- chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he has
niture, CurUlns, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
For
the latest style of Princess Dress Whereas the consent of Congress is
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, Id the
Picture Frames, etc. ; River street.
necessary to enable said Stale to enforce
Fans go to
City ol Holland, on Saturday of each week,
said
conditions in favor of such actual
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Qrootrlu.
where he can be consulted from 9 a. m.
settlers:Therefore,
until 4 p. m.
ITILIETSTRA, A., Grocerie* and Supplies; a
Try Johnstcn’sSarsaparilla the best
Solved by Uu: Senate and House cf BepL. E. BEST, M. D.
r ready market for countnr produce; a choice
stock always on hand ; cor. Eighth and Market *t.
Overysel Sept 22, 1878.
tbe
resent itvoesof the United %ite» of America

Syrup.

—

[Atlanta (Oa.) Constitution.

life of fruitfulness,either in the field of

portant obiect

I. 0. of 0. F.

fpwial

fa’rly Ilf’ de vail

ductive possibilities.Illinois or Iowa

* #

Jj

_
„

kin

“Then you

bilities bo far in advance of primary ones

Michigan.

TTKROLD, E„

store.

home

know

“Hiu de ruination er 4)ls country.
alone might furnish the breadstuff'sfor Look at my gal. De ole ’oman sent’er to
A beautiful lot of prints can be found
the nation, and Kansas supply the meats; school las year, an’ now we dassent hardat Harrington'sat 5 cents per yard.
but that is not enough. There are capa- ly ax’er fer ter carry de washln’ home.
7-lv

-------

at

rPEN EYCK,

words passed between them, but their exact

B. A L. E., Surgeons and Physician*.
Office at their residence, Overysel, Mich.

OHERBURNE,

O

As Uncle Remus came up Whitehall
little colored boy carrying
a slate and a number of books. Some

street he met a

|)EST, R.

XX

River street.

on Education.

Next in importance to the abilityto raise hollerin’at me w’en I’m gwine ’long de

they possibly can be

tt

at
11

k

“Nothin’, boss, ’cepin I ain’t gwineter
country. hav’ no nigger chillun a hoopin’ an’ a

Chicago Depot, Holland, Mich,

In our style of climate, with its sudden
1X7AL8H, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer, changes of temperature,—rain, wind and
and Insurance Agent. Office, City Drug sunshine often intermingled in a single
•Store, bth street.
day,— it is no wonder that onr children,
friends and relativesare so frequently
PhyileUai
taken from us by neglected colds, half
A NNIS, T. E., Physician;residence, opposite the deaths resultingdirectly from this
S. W. cor. Public Square.
cause. A bottle of Boschee's German Sy-

Photographer.

,\fC BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Counselor
iVi Law, and Proctor in Admiralty.N*.

Unde Bemui

'

nation realize the vital necessity of better

MICHIGAN LAHE SEGUE move from absolute barbarism is the instinct to make Mother Earth yield suiH

OCHOUTEN,

Attorney and

_

purport will probablynever be known.
They were unpleasant, for the attention of
a wandering policeman was called to the
matter by hearing the old man bawl
“Don’t you come foolin’ longer me,
nigger. Youer flippen’ yo’ boss at the
carried so far os to encourage bookish- wrong color. You’k’n go roun’ here an’
ness," or mislead the pupil "with the missass dcse white people, an’ maybe dey’ll
chievous delusion that brain work is in stan’ it; but when you botne a slingin yo’
itself and apart from its quality, a nobler
jaw at a man w’at wuz gray w’en de fahand more respectablething than handi- min days gin out, you better go an’ git yo’
work." This sort of argument is sensi- hide greazed.’’
ble, and will command more and more
“What’s the matter, old man?” asked a
consideration,as the people of this sympathizing policeman.

rupikeptabout your home for fmmediate
use will prevent serious sickness, a large agriculture or that of the transforming of
IJ
8 55 9 30 Allegan, 5 00 1 15
doctor bill, and perhaps death, by the use products, let the salient conclusions ot Mr.
D. P. CLAY, Receiver,
T EDEBOER, B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office of three or four doses. For curing ConGrand Rapid*, Mich.
X.J corner Eleventh aud River street oppesite sumption, Hemorrhages,Pneumonia, Se- Huxley’s speech be read: (1) That boys
Close connection*made at Allegan with G. R. A public square.
designed for trades should not be crammed
I. R. R. and L. S. Jfc M. S. for Plain well, Kalamavere Coughs, Croup or any disease of the
zoo, Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Ac., Ac.
F EDEBOER, F, S., Physician and Surgeon; Throat or Lungs, its success is simply with too much learning. (2) That “those
Lj office at residence, on Eighth street, near Chi. wonderful,as your druggist will tell you. who have to live by labor must be shaped
A M. L. S. R. R. crossing.
German Syrup is now sold in evcry.town •I>y labor early.” (3) That, “while not
directory.
Yf ORRIS, S. L., Physicianand Surgeon.Office, and village on this continent. Sample
nibre than one boy in four thousand atITXat resii.encc,on Twellth st., aud at U. Walsh’s bottles for trial, 10c. ; regular size, 75c.
Drug Store1.
tains
distinction, and not more than one
3— 4 m
Attoraeyi.

resolution.

good, healthy lad,

cheerfully furnished at the

XV

Worth.
2. STATIONS.

you would

RAILROAD,

Eighth street.

(Ling
No. 4. No.

fessor is eminently utilitarianin his ideas.

1

w

Taken Effect, Tuesday, Jan. 15, 1878.

dispos.

IJAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietor* Sells Ticket* to principal point* In the United cient fruits; the higher form of intelli- a nigger in one rninit dan all de schoolSta’e* and Canada. Through bill* of Lading isoued
of Hugger Mill*: (Steam Saw ana Flour
and rate* given for ft eight to all point* eu*t and gence is to compel those fruits to pay bet- houses betwixt dis en de state uv MidglMill*.) near foot of 8th street.
weat. Information a* to route* and connection*
for traveller*,and rate* of freightfor ihlpper*. ter returns than in their native condition gin. Don’t talk, honey! With one bar’l

yERBEEK,

Xioh. Lake Shore Bail Road-

MATRAU,

FREIGHT AND TICKET AGENT,

Manufacturer of ami Dealer In
Agricultural Implements ; commission agent
for Mowinn Machines- cor. 10th A River street.

LI

of Michigan in

Prof.

cable to the producers here. The. first re-

H. W.. A CO., Proprietorsof the
• Mixed train*,
Phoeuix Planiug Mill. All kind* of buildDally except Sunday and Monday,
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids price*.
t Dally except Saturday.
1 Monday* only.
Notary Publici
All other train* dally except Sunday*.
All train* on this road, will be run by Chicago
MOST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
time which is 20 minute* later than Columbus
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Coltime.
lection! made In Holland and vicinity.
t

H. C.

improved machinery. is enabled to sell the
regularKalamazoo, Plow and warrant then, at
lower prices than any surronndiiig town. Plow
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st.

the State

ditions, certain lands granted le said

materialsis the knowledge of bow

±J

of

“If any of you were obliged to take an
................. <00 apprentice,” said Mr. Huxley, “I suppose

$

Merchant Tallon

tion

ing of and conveying, upon certain con-

a recent

“

1

sanction are hereby given to the ac-

of Prof. Huxley are apropos. At

ready and willing to learn, handy, and
®254 with his fingers not all thumbs, # *
who could read, write and cipher well,
and, if you were an intelligent master,
and your trade involved the application
of scientificprinciples, you would like
Wheat, white V bushel ...... new
® 1 10 him to know enough of science to underCorn, shelled V bushel ............
40
Oats, f) bushel
el.
.....................
25®
27 stand what was going on." He holds it
Buckwheat, ft bushel ............ 50
55 inexpedient to "have school instruction
Bran, ft ton ......... .............

f/'UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
IV vegetables; Meat Market on 8tb street.

Taken

at-

and

State by act of Congress of June third,
Huxley remarked that he
eighteen hundred ana fifty-six, and subsefavored the technical education of boys;
such a course of instruction as would fit quently granted by said State upon conthem for actual work in life. The pro- ditions as recited in the preamble to this

......................

kinds of sausages coasiautly on hand.

Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore R. R.

the subject of

full consent

tention in almost every city, the opinions

London,

beach, dry
*• green ................ ’ 1 78
Hemlock Bark ..................... ®4 00
rpEN HAGE. Wrn.. Dealer In all kinds of Liquors, Staves, pork, white oak, .............®10 00
Staves, Tierce,
12 00
Beer, Cldar, Pop, Cigars, Sardines, and Keep
Heading bolts, soft wood ...........
er of a fine Pool Table, No. 50 Eighth sireet.
Heading bolts, hardwood ............
2 75
Stave bolts, softwood ....................... 2 25
Wagosaakeu aad BUckimithi.
Stave bolts,hardwood ................... 3 00
Railroad ties ................................
10
I AUK EM A J.
C. Wagon and Blacksmith Shingles, A ft m ......................
’....» 2 00
Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repairing done. Eighth Sireet a fey doors west of River.
drain, Feed, Etc.

nOSMAN.J.W..

An Z before the Subscriber'sname will donote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX signify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
All advertisingbills collectable quarterly.

when

310.

meeting of the Workingmen’s Club of

Potatoes, ft bushel ...............
Timothy Seed, f) bushel ...........

“
“
“

BusinessCards in City Directory, not over three
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whitout charge for subscribeis.

Honey, $1 lb
Hav, V ton
Onions,ft bushel ................

Liquor Dealen.

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
lines,$2.00 per

®

Wood, Staves, Etc,
Cordwood, maple, dry .....................$2 50
** green ................... 2 00

II., Livery and Sale Stable;
Officeof Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th
near Market.

street,

One

35®

... ®
®
®
....................... ®
....................... 8 90 ®

lb

at this time,

NO.

in Congress assembled, That

popular educationis receiving so much

ProAuoe, Etc.
bushel ................ $
Beans, $1 bushel ...................1 60
Butter, ty lb ...................
Clover seed, lb ..................
KkR'1. V dozen ....................

V

Apples,

Wool, V

VTTBBELINK, J.

In

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

4

Just

J.

A WEEKLY~~NEWSPAPER,

WHOLE

1878.

River and Harbor Bill.
ioa» nc iiatv ituciviHJ MIO UUIlipjGl

River and Harbor appropriation bill as

i

has been completedby the House Ceu:
mittee, and we clip from

items of interest

for

it

the followin

the Shore of Lak

Michigan: Marquette, $2,000;

Menomone

$10,000; Green Bay, $9,000; Harbor o
Refuge, Sturgeon Bay, $30,000; Ahonpee
$8,000;

Two

Rivera, $5,000; Manitowoc

$15,000; Sheboygan, $2,000; Fort Wasli

ingtdn, $5,000; Milwaukee, $15,000
Racine,’ $10,000; Kenosha, $8,000; Fo;
and Wisconsin

rivers,

$250,000, Chicagt

harbor, $75,000; Calumet, $15,000; Mich

igan City, $50,000;Charlevoix, $12,000

Frankfort,$8,000; Manistee, $15,000
Ptntwater,$L5,000; While river, $12,000

Giand Harm, $15,000: ^lack Lake, $10
000; Saagatuek, $2,500; South Haven
$10,000;St. Joseph, $12,000. Large «n
propritttionsare made for tbe other La
and by far tbejMRviesl are given for
pr jvements in "

it

— HOLLAND

CITY.

chine so-deeply impressed SecretaryThompson
with its fine points that he has communicated
the matter to the House Committee on Naval
Affairs, which in turn agree to report a bill
giving the inventor $60,000 for the sole use of

-

—

MICHIGAN.

THE BIST.
citizen of PhikdelphiE, h&ving been

lowed to

make

i

al-

a thorough examination of the

much-talked-of Keeley motor, has

jnflt

reported

the result of his labors. After several months
of careful scrutiny he comes to the conclusion
that Hr. Keeley is an ingenious mountebank
and his machine a fraud and a humbug.
A branch of the Bank of Nevada (owned by
the Bonanza kings)

York.1

-

is to

be establishedin

New

.

Several heavy commercial failuresare

_

.

re-

ported in the East, including Joseph Foulks’

Sons, shipping and commission merchants,
New York, liabilities $460,000 « Booth & Edgkr,
sugar refiners,New Yofk, liabilities$750,000 ;
and Hanning & Sears, cotton broLers,Boston,
liabilities$200,000.

THE WEST.
Two men were frozen to death near Chey-

BATS.
How

to Bid

r

Your Promlseiol the Peitlferou* Bodents.

An exchange suggests,on this important topic, that there are three methods

in moody silence. — Baltimore which fill the bill : First, the old
Standard^
with his clerk and driver,was shot dead while
French plan. Thifi is followed,chiefly
amendments relative to the Presidential elec- driving near his estate in Connty Derry, Irein Paris, by men who make it a special
NATIONAL FINANCES.
tions, are endeavoring to nature a plan to pro- land. The crime was oommitted by some of
business. They t^ke a deep tub, with
vide that the United States elections shall be his tenants, eighty-nine of whom were under
Treaiury Balances.
water on the bottom and a little eleva?
held in November,as they now are: that Con- notice to quit — A Constantinople dispatch
Following is a comparison of the con- tion in the middle like an island, qp
gress assemble on Jan. 1 next thereafter, apd announces that the Russians,fearingthe Turks
the Presidential term shall also begin on Jan. will endeavor to maintain neutrality, dition of the treasuryApril 1, 1877, and which is only a place for just one rat to
1.
.To the close of March 1,000,000 silver dol- have made the following demands, which April 1, 1878
sit.
tub is covered, but
lars had been coined. Arrangements have been maybe regarded as an ultimatum: The aban1878.
center
trap.
completed under which, during April, the donment to the Ru«sianaof the fortificationson Currency ................
8 184 863
731,851
This trap is covered, and lias a
Philadelphiamint will (urn out $1,750,000 ____ both side< of the Upper Bosphorus, aud Gal- Special fund for redemplarge bnlance-valveopening downward.
tion of fractional curIn the past eight months the receipts of inter- lipoli and Bouldir, on the Dardanelles. The
rency ............................10,000,060 On the middle of this valve a piece of
nal revenue have fallen $5,500,00# below the Turks are also to evacuate Makrikevi and MasSpecialdeposit of legal
estimates.
lak, and place some barracks and hospitals at
fried pork or cheese is placed, and when
tenders for redemption
the
disposal
of
the
Russians.
It is also stated
The House Committeeon Banking and Curoertiflcatee of deposit..35,156,000 25,215,000 the rat walks on to get the cheese the
that the Russians have begun a fresh move- Coin .....................
86,818,285188,357,608
rency had another long conferenoe with the
ment toward Gallipoli ____ France has notified Coin certificates ......... 48,279,40.167,883,400 valve goes down, drops the rat into the
Secretary of the Treasury^ the other day, on Russia that she will not participateiu a combi- Coin less com certificates.38,538,885 80,474,208 water, and moves back in position. A
Outstanding called bonds. 6,262,900 7,305,200 road is made from tho rat-nole to the
the subject of the preparations made by the nation against England.
Other outstanding coin litreasuryand nationalbanks to execute the Retop of the tub by means of pieces of
abilities ............... 6,786,028 4,643,276
sumnliou law. The Secretary reiteratedhis
Outstanding legal tenders 862,656,204347,848,712 board rubbed with cheese, so as to make
confidentbelief that, with the assistance of the
CONGRESSIONAL PROCEEDINGS. Outstandingfractional
the walk more attractive for the rats.
currency .............. 23,440,512 16,950.115
proposed savings-bond scheme, specie payOutstandingsilver coin.. 29,937,001 38,662,487 In the course of the night some ten,
ments can be resumed by the 1st of January
Wednesday, March 27.— Senate.—Mr. Ker- Total .debt less cash In
twenty or even more rats may go down,
next
nan introduced a bill granting penalonB to Indiana
treasury .............. 2,074.674,1262,039,723,514
and if the island was not there they
The April public-debt statement is as fol- who were in the serviceof the. United States in the Reduction of debt for
March .................14,107,0162,313,614 would be found most all alive in the
lows:
war of 1812 as scouts, guides or warriors....Mr.
the Presidential Count, iu

of the Earl of Leitrim. His Lordship, together

ished

additionto the terms of the new constitutional

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
A

patent
The Cdtamitteeon

His
*

ing to fight Turkey and Russia. Xt best she was so sweet he shooldn’t never use no
would get from Turkey a onesided neutrality, more sugar any more— an’ then he kissed
of little or no substantialuse.". . .Lord Salisbury succeeds Derly as British Minister of her, an’ I said I’d tell, an’—”
The young heir was lifted ont of the
Foreign Affairs.
A Dublin dispatchreports the assassination room by his ear, and the supper was fin-

.

The

:

.

Balances. 1877.
$

a

haa in the

$

Reductionof debt since
morning, quietly swimming around;
Conklingintroduced a bill appropriating$500,000
July .................24,763,218 23,434 708
for
the
improvement
of
the
Harlem
river,
between
Market value of gold....
101.25 but the provision of the little island
enne, Wyoming, during the prevalence of the
Randall’s islandand the Hudson river.... Mr. Hill, Imports (twelve months
saves the trouble of killing them, b^snow-storm of the 27th ult
of Georgia, addressed the Senate In oppoaitlou to
ending Feb. 28) ........ 420,199,831475,638,634
canse their instinct of self-preservation
the PacificRailroad Sinking Fund bill reported by Exports (twelve months
The Bank of South Pueblo, Col., was enTotal coin bonds ..................$1,721.736,850the Judiciary Committee. . .The Consular and Dipending Feb. 28) ........ 603,631,538637,757,892 causes them to fight for the exclusive
tered a few nights ago, by masked robbers,
lomatic Appropriation bill was passed.
possession of the island, on which in
$ 14.000.000 House.— The bill to prevent the Introduction of
who gagged the casUier,H. N. Banks, and Lawful money debt ....................
OutstandingCurrency.
the morning the strongest rat is found
obliged him to open the safe. They took Matured debt .........................
8,060,780 contagions diseasesin the United States was passed'
Following is the statement of United in solitary possession, all the others being
$5,000 in currencv and a gold watch and chain. Legal tenders ......................... 347,011,054 It provides for the establislunent and enforceuent States currency outstanding:
killed and drowned around him. SecOertiflcateeof deposit .................
25,215,000
No clew to the robbers.
$ 6,234,250
Fractional currency ................. 16,950,115 of quarantine by the Marine Hospital Service Old demand notes ......................
wherever
they
may
deem
it necessary, to prevent legal-tender notes, new issue .......... 20,111,652 ond, the New York plan, invented by
Gen. Silas A. Strickland, a prominent citi- Coin certificates .......................
67,883,400
the introductionof yellow lever or other con- Legal-tender notes, series of '69 ........ 155,439,213 one of the Friends. The floor near the
zen of Nebraska, is dead.
tagious diseases into the ports of the country.... Legal-tender notes, series of ’74 ........ 30,636,488
Total without interest ............ .$ 447,939.670
The House took up the Massachusettscontested- Legal-tender notes, seriesof ’75 ........ 131,441,260 rat-hole is covered with a thin layer
THE SOUTH.
election
case, Dean against Field, and, after debate, Legal-tender notes, series of '78 ........ 220, 10« of a most caustic potaesa. When the
$2,191,757,200
Two of the worst young desperadoes in the Total debt ............................
Total Interest .........................
22,290,773 a vote was taken upon the minority resolution de- One-yearnotes of '63 ................... 53,085 rats walk on this it makes their feet
claring Field entitled to the seat. ResulU-Yeas, Two-year notes of '63 ......... -. ....... 15.750
Southwest, Joseph and Teek Brassell, were resore ; these they lick with their tongues,
12fl; nays, 119. The Speaker, on announcing the
Two-yearcoupon notes of '63 ........... 23,800
Cash in treasury :
cently executedat Cookesville, Tenn. They wer e
Coin ..................................
$ 138.357.608 vote, cast his vote in the negative, thus tying the Compound-interestnotes ............... 282,020 which make their mouths sore, and the
brothers, aged respectively23 and 20 years. Currency ..............................
751,851 vote and defeating the resolution. Butler voted Fractional currency, first issue ........ 4,201.074 result is that they shun the locality,
with the Democratsin the negative, and the follow- Fractional currency, second issue ...... 3,114,104
The elder confessedthat he had shot nine men. Currency held for redemptionof fracnot alone, but appear to tell all the rate
tional currency ......................
10,000,000 ing Democratswith the Republicansin the afflrma- Fractional curreucy, third issue ........ 3,018,041
ative:
Hartridge, Herbert, Jones of Alabama,Pot- Fractional currency, fourth issue, first
Collector Bravton reports from Columbia, Special depositsheld for redemptionof
in the neighborhood about it, and eventter, Rea, Stenger,Walsh, Williamsof Delaware,
series.... ............................. 2,983,223
certificates of deposit ................25,215,000
S. C., that the revenue raidingforce has reually the house is entirely abandoned
and Cutler.
Fractional currency, fourth issue, secturned from a successfulexpedition on the
by them notwithstandingthe houses
ond series ............................
729 939
Total in treasury .................. $ 174,324,459
Thursday,March 28.— Senate.—Mr. Teller, Fractional currency, fourth issue, third
around are full of rats. Third, the
North Carolina border, having destroyed Debt less cash in treasury............. $2,039,723,614
from the Committeeon Railroads,reported, with an
scries ..............
.................. 394,507
eleven illicitdistilleries,
25,000 gallons of beer Decrease of debt during March ........ 2,313.614
Dutch
method. This is said to be used
Fractional curreucy, fifth issue ....... 2,418,424
and mash, and 200 gallons of wliisky ____ At Decrease since Juno 30, 1877 ........... 20,434,708i amendment, the Senate bill to Incorporate the Nasuccessfullyin Holland. A number of
tionalPacificRailroad and TelegraphCompany, the
Eastvflle, Northampton connty, Y&., the other Bonds issued to Pacific Railroad CompaTotal ...............................
$365,235,825 rats are left to themselves in a very large
object of which is to construct and operatea railday, Sidney Pitta and A. P. Thoms nies. interest navable in lawful money:
road
and
telegraph
line
from
Cheyenne
to
the
Pa64,623.512
trap or cage, with no food whatever.
fought a duel with pistols to settle a dispute. Principal outstanding .................
The Redemption Agency Business.
accrued and not yet paid ...... 969, 352 cific ocean, via Deadwood, Fort Fetterman and
Their craving hunger will cause them
Two rounds were fired by each, and, as they Interest
Heiena,
Mont
.....
Mr.
Eaton
introduced
a
bill
Interestpaid by United States ...... 37,890,334
4 The following is the statement of the
stood only six feet apart, Pitts was killed, Interest repaid by transportation of
to fight, and the weakest will be eaten
to allow American registry to foreign-built vesand Thomas received a ball in the head from
A bill was passed grantinga pen- operations of the National Bank Re- by the strongest. After a short time
mails, etc ...........................
9,159,143 sels
sion of $50 per month to Gen. James Shields,of Mis- demption Agency for March, and nine
which he will probably die.
Balance of interestpaid by the United
the fight is renewed and the next weakStates ............................... 28,737,190 souri — Mr. Bailey, of Tennessee,addressed the months of the fiscal year, compared with
The Supreme Court of Louisianahas refused
Senate in sup ort of the Pacific Railroad Sinking
est is the victim, and so it goes on until
the
corresponding
periods
last
year
:
FOREIGN NEWS.
Fund bill ____ The Senate, in executive sessiou,cona rehearing of the case of Returning Board
one strong rat is left. When tnis one
firmed a large number of appointments, among them Xaliowal Banknotes DiAnderson, and he has been releasedfrom cusA cable dispatch of March 28 Bays : “ Ru»- that of Gleuni W. Scofield to be Register of the
sposed
Month. Sine Months. has eaten the last remains of the others
tody.
sia’a answer to England b late question merely Treasury. The nomination of R*ynolds,cf Ala- Notes fit tor circulation asit is set loose. The animal has now
sorted and returned to the
bama, for First Auditor of the Treasury, was reThe Chesapeake and Ohio railroad was recent- save that the Governmentadheres to ite former
acquired such a taste for rat flesh that
bauks
of
iasue
............
$
9,419,700
$112,791,900
jected.
Notes unfit for circulation
ly sold at auction, at Richmond,Ya., for $2,- views. No hope of the meeting of the conhe is the terror of all ratdom, going
House.— The Massachusetts
(Third District) congress is now left, and there seems to be no
assorted and delivered to
about
seeking what rat he may devour.
750,000.
tested-electioncase was finallydisposed of by the
the
Comptroller
af
the
means of estimatingwhat will be the outcome
Currency for destruction
In an incredibly short time the premises
The Bank of Jacksonville,Fla., was lately from the present diplomatic muddle. It is adoption of a resolution unseatingField (Republiand replaced with new
robbed of $7,500 in broad daylight.
are abandoned by all other rats, which
certain that England and Russia have now can), and declaring Dean, the Democratic contestnotes .....................3,530,300 35,536,500
ant. entitledto the seat. The vote stood 124 to 123.
reached
the
most
critical
part
of
their
will not come back before the cannibal
GENERAL.
Notes
of failed,liquidating
intercourse, and there is more probability B F. Butler, of Massachusetts, voted in the affirmaand reducing banks
.
rat has left or died.
It is reported that Gov. Emery, of Utah of war than peace. Russia is making every tive with the Democrats,and the lollowingDemoposiied in the treasury...622,860 7,833,600
crats voted in the negative with the Republicans :
Territory, has gone over to the Mormons, and effort to isolate England from the other
Cutler, Hartridge,Herbert, Henry, Potter, Rea,
The average prices of domestic fleece
Totals for 1878 ......... $13,592,850 $156,162,000
he will probably be removed by the President. powers, and, if she can obtain the neutral- Stenger, Walsh, and Williams of Delaware.,.. Mr.
ToUis
for
1877 ......... 18,377,900165,755,900 wool in the Unit'jd States from 1824 to
Grain in sight in the States and Canada: ity of Austria and Hungary, it is not likely that Harrison desired to call np the report of the Com- Decrease ................... 4,885,050 9,693,900 1861 were : For fine, 53.3 cents ; for
England can get any other ally. . .The Bui tan mittee on Civil-Service Reform in regard to the
Wheat, 7,668,479 bnahels; corn, 5,728,462 has honored Osman Pasha by appointing him case of DoorkeeperP.*lk, but was opposed by Mr.
medium, 42.4 cents, and for coarse, 34.5Coinage.
bushels ; oats, 2,539,250 bushels ; barley, 2,583,- to the command in chief of the Ottoman forces. Durham who wiidiedto take up an appropriation
The coinage at the United States Mint cents. Average prices for four years,
bill,and, the question being put, the House re.. ..There has been a serious explosion in a
133
'
fused-yeas,107 : nays, 123-to proceed to the con1861 to 1866 (during the war), we<$ :
mine in North Staffordshire, Eng. About thir- siderationof the Polk case. The affirmative votes ip Philadelphia,duringMarch,wa839,220
POLITICAL.
For
fine, 75.6 cents; for medium,
ty miners lost their lives.
were principallycast by Republicans, and the neg- gold pieces, 1,153,700 silver,including
74
cents;
and for coarse, 70.7 cents.
ative by Democrats.
The State Convention of the Nationalparty
1,001,500
new
silver
dollars,
and
600
In the British House of Commons, on the
Average prices for eleven years, from
'~v' of Illinoiswas held at Springfield on WednesFriday,
March
29.—
Senate.—
Not
in
session.
base
coin,
representing
a
valuation
of
28th ult, the Hon. Qathorne Hardy, Secretary
1866 to 1876 inclusive,were : For fine,
day, March 27. A platform of principles was of State for War, replying to various questions, House.— In the House the day was devoted to the $1,750,328.
55 cents ; for medium, 53 cents, and for
private
calendar,
and
the
proceedings
were
of
no
adopted and a ticket for State officers placed said it was necessaryto call out the first class
coarse, 48.2 cents. In September, 1864,
Frightful Double Tragedy.
in nomination.E. N. Bates, a former Repub- of the army reserve, numbering13,000, and the interestto the general public....Mr. Stephensinlican. was nominated for Treasurer, and militia reserve, which was between 25,000 and troduced a bill to promote the general use of the
A most horrible murder and suicide oc- $1.15 was paid for fine and medium
grades.
Frank H. Hall, an ex-Democrat, chosen for 26,000. This was followed immediately by the mettle system.
curred recently at Columbus, Ohio.
Superintendentof Public Instruction.
resignationof Lord Derby. Minister of Foreign
Monday, April 1.— Senate— Mr. Mitchell,from
Geo. Weineman, aged 64, and his son,
A call has been issued for the assembling of Affairs. In announcinghis retirement, Lord the Committee on Railroads, reporteda bill to exDun.
Geo. Weineman, aged 36, had been proDerby said he did not disagree with the
the PennsylvaniaRepublican State Convention
tend for eight years the time for comph ting the
To
dun
is
a
word
of consequence, for
Cabinet as to the conditions upon which EnNorthern Pacific railroad. Placed on .the prietors of the Colnmbns steam pipe
at Harrisburgon March 15.
gland should be representedin the conference, calendar.. Mr. Windom dissented from ihe works for some years. They were in- it is at once a verb and a noun, and is
The RepublicanSenators in Congressheld a bnt solely npon certain measures which he did report, and Introduced another bill. Re- ventors and manufacturers of a patent derived from the Saxon word dunan, to
lented to the Committje on Railroads.....
din or clamor. It owes its immortality
caucus the ether evening, of which the Associ- not consider prudent in the interests of peace
or necessaryfor the safety of the country. Dis- The bill to regulate the advertising of mall lettings steam pump, which has met with large
ated Press Agent at Washington famishes the raeli then explainedthat the measure objected was passed....Messrs. Beck and Christiancy ad- sale and allowed both to accumulate mod- —so tradition says— to having been the
followingreport : “It appears,from the views to by the retiring Minister was the calling out dressed the Senate In support of the Pacific Rail- est fortunes. Some months ago the old surname of one Joe Dun, a famous bailroad Funding bill. . .The Semite. In executive sesiff of Lincoln in the reign of Henry
expressed by Senators,that, while they con- of the reserves. This step had been resolvad sion, confirmed a number of appointments,
and re- man began acting queerly, accusing his
cede that the recent speech of Senator Howe is upon, he frankly said, in consequence of the jected the nomination of Alex. Reed to be PestYIL, who was so active and dexterous in
son
of acting unjustly with him. His
mainly just in its structureson the course of Government’sbelief that the congress will not master at Toledo, Ohio.
collecting bad debts that when any one
son then went into bnsmess with another
the Administration,they can see no propriety be held, and that all hopes of rectifying the
House.— Bills were introduced and referred : By
in recalling past events in Louisiana and else- disturbed balance of power in the Mediterranman, which greatly displeasedhis father, became “slow to pay,” the neighbors
Mr. Stephens, for the financialrelief of the counwhere, and making a direct issue with the ean had ceased.
who went to law about the ownership of used to say, “ Dun him,” that is, send
try, and to facilitate the return to specie payments
President, and they are also agreed that the soLate advices from Havana, Cuba, report without injuriouslyaffectingthe commercial busi- the patent on the steam pump. A disso- Dun after him. — Chambers' Journal.
called civil service reform is a deception and
that the surrender of the insurgents, armed ness of the people; by Mr. Money, to regulate con- lution of partnership and a family quara failure. They, therefore, think that ‘.he Retractsfor carrying the mails; by Mr. Bright, to preMARKETS.
publicans should strive to strengthentheir and unarmed, continues in different portions vent the reductionof the national currency by rel were the results. On the night of
fraudulently withdrawinglegal-tender notes from the tragedy, as young Weineman was
party, irrespective of what the President mav of the island, and only one of the prominent
say or do. They are of opinion that it would chiefs, named Macco, is still holding ont in the circulation;by Mr. Fnller, declaring the waters of going home with a friend,
shot
NEW YORK.
be better to approve of such measures as they mountains of the Eastern Department, with, it the Hot Springs of Arkansas forever free to the
.$8 no (410 75
people;by Mr. Williams, of Michigan,granting was fired from a vacant frame building Beeves ...........................
can in the fntnre, rather than oppose the is said, about 400 followers, mostly colored ____ jurisdiction to the Court of Claims npon
Hooa ............................. 3 90 (4 4 30
located
near
his
house.
Weineman
. 10)^ H>X
Cotton ...........................
President in his Sonthera conciliation policy A proclamation has been issued by the Russian the claims of officers and soldiersof the late war ;
and other measures which do not meet with authoritiesinviting the expatriatedTurks to by Mr. Harrison,to providefor a more efficient threw up his hands, crying, “ My God, Flour— Superfine ................. 4 50 (4 5 00
Wheat-No". 2 ChicoRO ............. 1 28 <4 1 29
Republican approval. [ They do not imnute return to their homes in Bulgaria.
civil servicein the United States ..... Mr. HarttellinI am shot,” and died instantly. Just as
Corn— Weetern Mixed ............ 45 (4 52
troduced a joint resolution proposingan amenddishonestyof purpose to the President, and see
he
breathed
his
last,
another
shot
was
Oats— Mixed ......................
. 33^(4 36
The Kaffir war in South Africa is ended.
.
ment to the constitutionforbidding the assumption
some things in his administrationto approve;
Rye— Western ..................... 74 (A 75
or payment of claims for losses growing out of the heard in the frame building,accompabut they doubt the wisdom of much of his so- The Pope has indicatedhis intention of resum.10 25 010 50
Pork—
New
Mesa
.................
destruction of property within the limits of the
7 (4 TJa
called policy. Under all circumstances, the ing diplomaticrelations with Great Britain ____ States engaged in the rebellion.Referred. ...Mr. nied by a scream. Upon going into the Lard ............................
CHICAGO.
Republican Senators do not think it wise to The Russian army around Constantinopleis be- Durham reported back from the Committee on Ap- building the old man Weineman was
take an active part against the President,but ing largely reinforced .... Orders have been sent propriations the bill providing for temporaryclerks found in a dying condition, with an empty Beeves— Choice Graded Steera.... 5 00 0 5 25
Choice Natives ........... 4 60 0 4 90
to do the moat they can for the interestsof to the British Admiral commanding the Medi- in the Treasury Department, and for deterring
0 8 75
double-barreled shot- gun lying beside
Cows and Heifers .......
their party, remembering that the President terranean fleet in the Sea of Marmora to patrol trespassers on public lands, recommending nonButchers’ Steers ......... 3 60 0 3 75
him. His body presented a horrible apconcurrence in nearly all the Senate amendments.
has three more years to serve.”
Medium to Fair .......... 4 00 0 4 35
the Dardanellesand Bosphorus with or without
Tuesday, April 2.— Senate. —The Senate pearance. His face was mangled past all Hoos— Live ..................... . 3 40 <4 3 75
The joint resolutionof Montgomery Blair, Turkish consent,and to use such pressure,in
spent the day in discussingthe Pacific Railroad recognition, his head blown almost off, Fia»ub— Fancy White Winter ..... . 6 (D 0 7 00
instructing the Attorney General of Maryland unison with the British Minister, at ConstantiGood to Choice Spring Ex. 6 0(1 0 5 40
nople, as to force the Porte to resist the de- Funding bill, and Mr. Burnside’s bill to remove only the ragged edges of the skull stick- Wheat— No. 2 Spring .............
(4 1 14
to exhibit a bill in the Supreme Court of the
mands and encroachmentsof the Russian all restrictionsIn regard to the enlistment of colored ing out; his brains were scattered over a
. 1 06 0 1 07
No. 3 Spring .............
United States on behalf of the State of Mary- Grand Duke.
men In the aimy and navy, withont reaching a vote space covering fifteen feet; and one eye Corn— No. 2 ...... ...............
43
land, praying for a judicialreview of the
on eilher.
24
Oats-No. 2 ..... .................. 23
The
visit of Gen. Ignatieff to Vienna for the
was found sticking in a rafter ten feet Rye— No. 2 ............ ............ 69
6J
electoral count, and which passed the House
House.— The proceedingsin tho House were of
47
of Delegates March 28, has been passed by the purpose of gaining over Austria to the Russian
away.
In order to keep the remainder Barley— No. 2 ........... ......... 46
an unimportantcharacter. Mr. Harrison, of Illinois,
35
Butter— Choice Creamery ........
Senate by a large majority.
side has proved a failure. He has returned to
of
his
head
from
falling
off
it was necesexp’alned the report of the majority of the Civil
Eoos— Fresh ...................... 8 (4
St. Petersburgwith the alarming news that Service Committee, which recommends the adoption sary to wrap the body up to convey the Pork— Mess ......................
0 9 50
WASHINGTON.
7 (4 7V
Austria will not accept the San Stefano treaty, of the resolutiondeclaring the office of Doorkeeper body to his late residence. An examinThe House Commerce Committee has agreed and will immediately mass an army of 4u0,000 vacant. On account of frequent Interruptions,and
MILWAUKEE.
ation of the son’s body showed that lie Wheat— No. 1 ....................
0 1 20
upon a bill of much importance to Western men on the Bosnian frontier, with a view of from the excitement of manner in which he met
these Interruptions (chieflyfrom Luttreil,Frank- had been struck by twd round pieces of
No. 2 .................... 1 14 0 1 15
navigation interests. It provides that all protecting Austro-Hungarian intereste.
. 42 (4 43
lin, Clark of Missouri. Crittenden, Eden aud EllsCorn— No. 2 ......................
26
Lord Salisbury, the new Minister of For- worth), the delivery of his speech was attended with brass, which had been cut with a chisel Oats-No. 2 ....................... 25
wrecks sunk which obstruct navigationmust
.
69
great uproar, confusion and merriment,but Harri- from a half-inch braes rod. One of these Rye-No, 1 ........................
tO
be raised by their owners after sixty days* eign Affairs, has addressed a circular to the son himself was very resolute snd determinedin
67
. 66
Barley— No. 2 ....................
notice, and that, in case the Government is powers, giving England’s reasons why she can- urging on his own side of the House tho propriety chunks of metal had passed through his
ST. LOUIS.
heart, while the other, with the load of Wheat— No. 8 Red Fail..-.........
compelled to raise them, the underwritersaud
0 1 20
of expelling the Doorkeeper. . / ,
not enter the proposed congress. Nearly every
owners shall have no claim u> the propeity.
41
shot, had mutilated his chest and neck. CORN— Mixed .....................
article of the San Stefano treaty is condemned
27
....................
Much of the blame that has rested upon Mr. as tending to establish a dangerousRusThe old man had evidentlythought well Oatb-No.2
(A 68
...
...........................
Boys
Will Be Boys.
Delfosse on account of the Halifax fishery sian supremacyin the East. Lord Salisbury
010 00
over his bloody work, as he was seen to Pore- Mess .......................
She had invited him to scop to sup- enter the old building at 8 o’clock in the
7>4award should be shifted to the shoulders of ex- claims not only the right to discuss each clause
0 * 00
Secretary Fish. . .Correspondence
has been of the treaty in detail, bnt to raise obiections to per, and he was trying to appear easy morning, and was not seen after. He
0 5 12#
the treaty in the aggregate. In a word, England and unconcerned, while she was on her
CINCINNATI.
bronght to light at Washingtonshowing that,
had piled up bricks and placed barrels
wishes to set aside the whole treaty,and begin,
0!28
Wheat— Red ......................
after having once refusedto accept the Belgian
on them, in order to alluw him to take
de novo, the work of settling the Eastern prettiest behavior.
42
. 41
Minister, for the very excellent reason that he
“ Have you used the sugar, John ?” aim ont of a small window. Both men
iO
aneetious by discussions in a congress,...
represented a country under the protection of
63
.
60
Queen
Victoria’s message in relation to mobil- inquired the mother, in a winning man- were well known in business,and were
Great Britain, Secretary Fish was subsequently
Pork— Mesa ........... ........... 9 90 010 00
izing tbe.reservea waa read in both honaea of ner.
induced to change his mind, and to earnestly
first-class, ingenious workmen, with Lard ..............................
the British Parliament last week. It states
“John don’t want no sugar,” ejacula- large families. The old man was eviurge Delfosse to serve a* arbitrator in the
TOLEDO.
very
briefly
that
the
present
state
of
public
Fishery Commission.
Wheat— No. 1 White ............... 1 28 0 1 30
ted the young heir, abruptly.
dently crazed by business troubles.
affaire in the East constitutesa case of great
0 1 28
No. 2 Red ..............
The income-tax propositionis not likely to emergency, within the meaning of the acts of
not?” inquired the father,
47
.. 46
Six per oept. bonds ....................
f 738.620,200
Five per cent, bonds ................... 703,266,650
Four and a ball per cent bonds ....... 200,000,000
Four per cent bonds .................79,860,000
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“Why

come before the present session of Congress, Parliament^ and that therefore,the Govern- curiously, while John, in his surprise,
ment is about to direct that the reserve force swallowed a bit of. toasted. crust and
f dr the reason that the Ways and Means Comand the militia reserve force be forthwith nearly ont his throat open.
mittee are of the opinion that it is inexpedicalled out for permanent service. Debate on
“ Cos he don’t,” explained the heir in
ent to re-enactsuch a law at the present time. the message was postponed for a week.
an
artful manner; “I heard him tell
The House Committeeon the Electoral Count
It is stated in a cable dispatchfrom Conhas agreed to report in favor of

Mary

last

night—”

Osman and Ryouf Pashas
“You keep still,” interrupted Mary,
become more Russian than English. The
in a hysterical manner, while the young
tial office at aiz years, and declaring the Presi- Turkish and Russian soldiersfraternize, the
dent ineligible for re-election A new style latter going about Constantinoplein uniform man caught his breath in dismay.
“ I heard him say,” persisted the
of torpedo has been invented by an officerin without evoking animosity. If war oomea, Enthe United States navy, and the infernal ma- gland most contemplate the possibilityof hav- heir, with dreadful eagerness, “that she
amendment

fixing

a

the tenure of

.

constitutional

atantinoplethat “

the Presiden- have

.

.

Cotton-seed oil manufacture is be- Oath No. 2 ......................
DETROIT.
coming a marked industry in the Sonth.
There are now seven large mills in New Wheat— Nnr 1 White ...........
Orleans, and others at Baton Rouge,
Shreveport, Natchez, Vicksburg, Dallas,
Memphis, Nashville, and even in St.
Louis and Ohicago. A ton of seed produces twenty gallons of oil, worth $3.50,
while the refuse cake, worth $20 per
ton, is valuableas feed for domestic aniHoos
mals and for fertilizingland.
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THE PRESIDENTIAL POLICY.

interfere where the result of an election is dis-

puted, he surrendered a national prerogative
Speech of Mr. Howe, of WUconaln, in the vital to our institutions.He abjured a constiUnited State* Senate— The Civil Service tutional duty essential to every State. He proand Sonthern Policy of the Admlnlstra* claimed a license to insurrection.He notified
the minority in every State, when defeated by
tion Denounced.
ballot to appeal to the bayonet, and he pro[AMOciited Press Report.]
claimed in advance that the nation shall be
Daring the past year we have seen here and neutral in the conflict. If Packard was not
everywhere thxonghout the country small but elected Governor of Louisiana, nothing can
be more certain than that Hayes was not elected
active squads of political inquisitors busy with
Presidentof the United States. Without the
the work of assisting the Republican party in electoral vote of Louisiana the whole world
ggthefong into hallowed garners all those who knows Hayes had not the votes in the Electoral
Collegenecessaryto constitute an election. If
avow themselves supportersof the President’s
Louisianadid not vote for Packard the whole
policy, and pouring unquenchablefire upon all world knows that Louisianadid not vote for
the rest Poles have been set up at all cross- Hayes. Packard received nearly 2,000 votes
roads; flags inscribed with the President’s more than some of the Hayes electors. Under the constitutionthe President had but
policy have been suspendedfrom them, and
one plain duty to discharge,that was to asself-appointed
inquisitors have lurked in con- certain wfiether the constitutedtribunals of
venient Junglesto detect who did and who did Louisiana had declared Packard to be
Governor ; if so, then to defend his authority
not uncover under the flag. It has happened
to the extent of his ability when legally reto me to be advertisedquite beyond the pale of quired so to do. If they had not so declared,
my own modest seeking as an opponent of the then it was equallyhis duty not merely to have
President’s policy. • To the doctorsof the in- withheld all support of Packard’spretense, but
quisition it seems no longer a questionof mo- to have given all requiredsupport to the chum
ment whether one be a Republican or a Demo- of Packard’srival. It was his duty to have
crat. The absorbing question is, “Does he done that, not merely on the 20th of April, but
support the President’spolicy or does he not?" to have done it on the 4th of March immeSir, I have no wish to conceal any opinionof diately upon his assuming the office of Presimine which the public is interestedto know. dent, and, if he found it bis constitutional dnty
Nevertheless,I have not hitherto answered to to require Packard to surrenderhis office,he
this accusation. I did not like to plead guilty, should have also recognizedthe duty of surrenfor I hoped I was innocent,and I did not dering his own. I do not mean to intimate a
like to plead not guilty, for I feared I ipight doubt that PresidentHayes was entitled to the
be guilty. I had withheld no honest effort vote of Louisiana. It is my settled belief that
to elect Mr. Hayes. It must of necessity Louisiana declaredfor him ; but all I certainty
pain me to be found not in accord with his know is, that if Packard was not elected Presiviews, and it must pain me still more to find he dent Hayes was not If the latter is not a
was not in accord with mine. My uncertainty usurper, Nicholls is. I can see no possible
arose not from the fact that I was doubtful of escape from the conclusion either that the
my own policy, but because I was not sure I Presidenthas usurped his own office or that he
understood his. My own policy is a very sim- has aided Gov. Nicholls to usurp his.
After a long discussion of the Louisiana case
ple one, and may be briefly stated : Toward
the States of the South my policy has been and the Southern questiongenerally, Mr. Howe
identical with the policy I have held toward the continued : Mr. President, let no man say I do
States of .the North. I demand only that everv injustice to the purposes of the Prescient. I
legally-qualified elector in every State, South am not discussing his purposes but his acts. I
or North, Democrat or Republican, black or understand he still avows himself to be a Rewhite, shall be permitted, undisturbed by force publican, and a friend of equal citizenship.It
and unawed by fear, to vote at all elections and is not for me to dispute him. But it is for me
at the place prescribed by law, and nowhere to say he has offended both Republicanism and
else, just once, and no more than once ; that free citizenship as Samuel J. Tilden never would
every vote so cast shall be honestlycounted, have offended them. Perhaps had Mr. Tilden
and that every person chosen by such votes to been made Presidentevents would have transany office shall oe freely inducted into it. That pired in South Carolina and Louisiana as they
is my Southern policy, and the whole of it nave transpired. Mr. Hampton would have
The very head and front of my offending been Governor in the former State and Mr.

MICHIGAN ITEMS.

whom the several States have selected
for their representatives,
or by those who
have not been, but aspire to be, chosen as representatives, or it will come from office-brokers
who have no political aspirations,but do a
those

made a special order
This was rejected.
Regents E. C. Walker, S. S. Walker,
and Grant then withdrew, leaving four
that the motion be

for the afternoon.

The State Dental Association met at
Ann Arbor last week.
chieflv cash business.
The Kalamazoo clergymen are going unanimous, but not a quorum. An ad2. When any President will absolutelyre- to preach temperance once a month.
journment was then made for ten minlieve representatives from all responsibility for
utes, and so on during the whole day.
The
Macomb
County
Fair
will
begin
that multitudewho want office and do not get
The
three absentees are resolved not to
it, he will shield them from that service which at Mt. Clemens Oct. 1, and continue
appear aaain. The degrees for the law
most impairsusefulnessand imperils the con- four days.
tinuance of their employment
3. When any Presidentwill take upon himself the sole responsibility for all of whom he
does and all of whom he does not appoint he
will not need to pledge himself against a second term. The best man ever born could not
achieve a second term under such a load.
4. Whether the people will have an improved civil service when its agents are
selected upon the advice of those not in Congress depends u]>on whether the people send
their best men to Congress or keop them at

home.

THE EUROPEAN CRISIS.

students had been voted, but the degrees

A

Second Baptist society has been of the medical and dental students hod

formed at Manistee, with the Rev. H. J. not been passed.
Her as pastor.

At Ovid, last week, > aj. George A. The Lumber
Winans died very suddenly from paraly-

Cut ol Michigan During the
Past Beaeon.

aged 37 years.
A correspondent of the Chicago TribEighty -nine law- students were adune at East Saginaw estimates the
mitted to practice fn the Circuit Court
lumber out in this State for the past seaat Ann Arbor on Monday, on diplomas.

sis of the heart,

son as follows

An East Saginaw barber has been arrested for shaving customers on Sunday,

:

The season has so far advanced that

calculations of the stock of logs banked
tried and acquitted, the. court declaring
in Michigan can be made with reasonathe ordinance unoonstitutienaL
ble certainty. Your correspondent has
The dry-goods house of Clark Broth- gathered from reliable sources statistics

Russia, England and Turkey.
During the recent war, says the Chicago Inter Ocean, Russia published ers, of Greenville,has made an assignnews or opinionsonly when it suited her ment for the benefit of its creditors. Liaconvenienceor served her purpose. bilities, $18,000; assets, $10,000.
There were periods when her army offiBorings are to be made under the
cers were great news disseminators ; and, supervision of competent persons at
again, there were long intervals when Ovid, in hopes of finding coal of good
these same officers said nothing them- quality in paying quantities.
selves nor allowed anyone else to say
David Stauffer, a farmer near Nashanything. The periods of silence ville, was instantly killed by a falling
covered eras of preparation, and the tree a few days ago. He leaves a large
communicative moods were inspired by family in reduced circumstances,
results accomplished. Throughout the
A little 3-year-old son of George
whole campaign this policy was mainPratt, of Pierson, was accidentally
tained. Judged by the rule of the cam.

strangledto death, lately, by getting his
paign, the recent semi-official outburst
neck caught between two beards in a
from St Petersburg is significant,in that
hen-house.
it indicates that Russia has perfectedher
August Arents has been arrested at
plans, has completed her preparations,
and is ready to meet the crisis. Her Detroit for fatally assailing Jacob

a

showing the log-crop of the State.
Preparations were made early in the
season for an extensive campaign ; but
the unfavorablewinter, owing to a lack
of snow, curtailedthe product in the
Si-ginaw districtto 25 per cent, of the
usual stock, and in no place in the State
was more than 50 per cent banked.
The product of the principal streams on
which the Saginaw river mills depend

for stock (the Tittabawasseeand
its tributaries)aggregates163,850,000
feet. The total amount run out of

these streams in 1877 was 422,500,000
feet, showing a shortage this year, if all
the logs come out, of 258,7()0,000 feet.
This estimate of the product of ' this
season is very liberal, many lumbermen
placing the supply at not to exceed
150,000,000feet. The water on many of
the tributaries is low, and the logs are
now hung up. Including the Au Sable,
and giving Augres the benefit of all
logs banked, the log-productionof the
Saginaw districtthis year will compare
with 1877 as follows, the first column
showing the quantity of logs run out of
the streams for the year named, and the
last showing the vuantity of logs banked

few nights ago, and
to declare what she will do, Keourtz
confesses
the
deed, assigning self-deunder certain contingencies,means that
she is ready to piecipitatethe contin- fense in extenuation.
gencies, or, in other words, that she is
The new frame dwelling-houseof
ready for action.
Latham Davis, of Grand Blanc, burned
In such a crisis readiness for action on the other night. It caught from a chimthe part of Russia involves, or may in- ney burning out. The loss is about
against the South hath this extent, no more. Nicholls in the latter. So far the offense would volve, such tremendous issues that the
$1,400. Contents mostly saved.
Concerning the civil service, my policy is not a have been precisely the same. But that would
nations of Europe may well contemThe Port Austin News says work at
bit more complicated. I would have that ser- have been an offense not against Republicanvice administeredby the best men attainable, ism, but againstRepublicans in those States. plate the prospect with many misgiv- Wallace’s grindstone quarry has comand I believe a Republican Presidentshould Mr. Tilden would have decided, perhaps, that ings. As matters stand now, Russia has menced, and gives employment to thirty in 1877-78:
select Republicans for all those places where Hampton and Nicholls were chosen Governors settled several questionsthat have agiIWT-’S.
men. This is three weeks earlier than TlttaUWMMe,fe«t ........ 4W.ISTS-T,
500,000 183,850,000
the harmony and vigor of the administration of those States, and that if so they ought to be tated Europe, or at least has opened
work usually begins there.
Cm*, fwt .................. aa.eoo.ifloe,ooo,ooo
requireits policy to be represented. I believe, recognized,and even if not so, since he had
Bad, feet ..................M, 000, 000 10,387,000
as the President declared in his inaugural jurisdictionof the question, would have ac- the way to settlement, but a war with
The Saginaw County Treasurer is oc- Rifle, feet ..................70,274,»5 43,000,000
address,that, once commissioned, the officer quiesced in his decision. But President England will unsettle all these and add
casionally called on by an old lady, who Augrea, feet ........ ...... 31 645,493 43.800,000
should be secure in his tenure as long as his Hayes never made such a decision,and new and confusing complicationseveryKawkawlin,feet ...........15,319,000 12,000,000
personal character remains untarnished and does not to make it to-day. Mr. Tilden would where. The attitudeof Russia would presents . a check which she says “calls Au Sable, feet .............60,800 000 46,500,000
have
excluded
Packard
and
Chambenain,
befor
$1,500,
is
written
in
letters
of
gold,
the performanceof his duty satisfactory.
indicate that, notwithstandingall rumors
Total feet .............. 651 ,567,948325,517,000
Some things have happened since the Presi- cause he decided against their election. Presiand signed by the Deity.”
to the contrary, satisfactoryarrangedent’s inauguration not at all in harmony with dent Hayes excluded them because their elecThe
Au Sable furnishesbut few logs
Mr.
A.
E.
Wood,
of
Pewamo,
has
inthe poheiesI have indicated. He has selected tion was disputed. The former would have ments have been made with Germany
for
the
Saginaw mills, and the Rifle and
given
an
erroneous
judgment,
and
would
then
vented
a
steam
plow,
or
rather
a
steam
for his Cabinet one who was not a Republican,
and Austria; that an alliance with Turbut a Democrat Still, the individualwas so nave seen it executed.President Haves has key, in the event of war with England, carriage for drawing plows, which is Augres but portions of their stock.
well known to me, and I believed so implicitly abandoned the judgment-seat to the rifle-clubs
has been concluded, and that the neu- thought to be a great improvementupon With the probabilityof a large portion
infthe moderation of his opinions, in the just- in those States ; left them to make the decision
anything of the kind ever before in- of the logs left back on the Augres and
ness of his sentiments,and the integrity of his which the constitution and courts commanded tralityof other powers has been secured.
Kawkawlin, and deducting the logs that
vented.
him
to
make,
and,
infinitely
worse
than
that,
It
has
been
a
difficult
task
to
make
all
character, that if I could not have advised his
selection I could not and did not complain of has permitted proclamationsto be made in his these arrangements without undoing the
The Ontonagon Miner says there are will be manufactured at Tawas and
it He had selectedone other who, although name that, when rifle-clubschoose to take the work of the war, but the very conditions several fine-looking masses of copper ly- Sables, we cannot safely figure on more
not a Democrat, was yet not a Republican,who field in behalf of a ticket,it is not necessary
under which the Russian diplomatists ing on the docks there ready for ship- than 250,000,000 feet for the Saginaw
was equally at home with all parties and in all for them to elect their ticket, but only to dispute
the
elect.on
of
the
other.
And,
after
all
speak argue that the difficult task has ment. One of them, from the Flint mills for 1878, against a total cut last
places. By turns he has been everywhere and
has espoused and deserted every party. He this prolonged effort at pacification,this out- been accomplished, or that Russia be- Steel, weighs 2,535 pounds, and one year of 640,000,000 feet. The product
of other streams in the State is as folspoke like an oracle, and his facile speech pouring of concessionsana good-will, the Angel lieves it has been accomplished.
from the Ridge weighs 6,100 pounds.
oould be fittedto the vicissitudes of parties as of Peace still refuses to descend upon us. Day
lows: Flint, 24,000,000feet ; Huron
A
Turkish
alliance
is to Russia, enThe State Cider-Makers’ Convention, county, 21,500,000 feet; Otter lake, 7,000,readily as a double-faced satin can bo turned after day the Presidentsends the dove out over
2© hide the accidents of society. His critiques the angty floods, and night after night the gaged in a war with England, a neces- in session last week at Jackson, elected
readiness

1

Upon his political associatesgave him popu- bird returns weary and leafless. In these very
laritv with his political opponents, and he re- days that the Governmentwhich rules Louisi
sembled prophets in never being without honor ana, which was born of Presidential grace, and
except where he happened to reside. Incon- not of popular choice, has signalized its ingratstant in everythingelse, he has been constant itude by an act not less insultingto the Presito his trade, that of politics. He entered upon dent than atrociousin itself.It has dared
that before he was of age, and he has pursued to accuse, try and convict a member of
it since without variableness or shadow of the State Board of Canvassers of the crime of
turning.His first enterprisewas to revolu- forging the electionreturnsof Vernon parish
tionize the Government under which he was of 1876. Remember, sir, I do not complain
born. That failed, and he fled. He was for a because Anderson was tried for a political of-

new English policy in
view, such an alliance is important to
Turkey as well. England, to thwart
Russia, would give all of European Turkey to Greece. Russia, to thwart England, would preserve the Turkish power in Europe, and give Bosnia, Herzegovina, Albania, and even part of Macedonia to Austria. England’s policy invites no strong allies, while Russia's
policy gives to an important power a new
coast line on the Adriatic and a new port
on the iEgean. In her counter play
against England, Russia is forced to
abandon her traditionalpolicy; but,
while maintainingher position as to
sity; and, with the

for the ensuing year W. C. Weeks, of
Napoleon, President; 0. G. Hampton,
of Detroit, Secretary; H. L. Keith, of
Galesburg, Treasurer.

Conrad Heinsman, abrakeman

on the

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern
railroad, was killed at Jackson, the other

day, by his foot catching in a frog, the
engine running over him and crushing
his head. He was killed instantly; was
25 years old, and unmarried.

000 feet; Alpena, 72,000,000 feet; Che-

boygan,

36,000,000feet ; Pere Marquette, 43,000,000feet ; Muskegon and
tributaries, 110,000,000 feet; Manistee
and tributaries,92,670,518 feet ; Flat
river, 25,000,000feet ; White, 40,000,000
feet; Grand, 70,000.000 feet. On the
Manistee there- are about 18,792,000 feet
on skids; on the Muskegon, 190,000,000
feet, nearly one-halfof which will come
out; ou Flat river, about 100,000.000
feet; on White river, 200,000,000 feet;
on Flint, 4,900,000feet; at Cheboygan,
12,000,000 feet; at Alpena, 2,000,000
feet. The best estimates place the stock
on the streams in the aggregate that will
be available at only 50 per cent, of the
usual stock put in. The effect of this
large shortage of logs is having a marked
effect upon the lumber market. Sales
are made at $6, $12, and $20, and $30,
and in some instances a still higher figure is asked. The advance over the
market a year ago is about $1.50 per
thousand. The price of logs has also
advanced from $1.50 to $2 per thousand.

fense. If he is guilty of the offensecharged,
I have not a syllable to urge in his defense.
The point I make against the Government of
Louisiana is, that it prosecutednot in the name
Dr. Joseph Eastman, of Flint, died
of public justice, but of partisan malice;that
recently of typhoid fever, after a long
it prosecuteda man guiltlessof the offense alillness, aged 60. The deceased was one
leged against him, and known to be guiltless.
of the County Commissioners of the
Anderson is the victim, not of a mistake, but
of malice-not of personal,but of partisan, Bulgaria and the straits, she makes poor, a prominent member of the medmalice. He was prosecutedby that same fell
friends of both Austria and Turkey, and, ical fraternity, and one of the pioneer
spiritof party spite which prompted Georgia
settlers of that section.
forty years ago to offer $5,000 for the privi- for the time being, isolates England.
lege of prosecutingGarrison, and which
Gov. Croswell has appointed Dr.
With Turkey as a base, Russia is
twentv years ago made South Carolina ready for battle at once, and if she has Joel C. Parker, of Grand Rapids, to be
clap ter hands at the whipping of SumFish Commissioneruntil Jan. 26, 1881,
ner. Anderson stands convicted in a decided on war it may be assumed that
in place of George Clark, of Eoorse, deshe
will
by
a
bold
demand
force
the
recourt commissionedby Gov. Nicholls, who in
turn stands practically properlycommissioned tirement of England, or precipitatea ceased. The other Commissionersare
y PresidentHayes. He reviewed the action conflict. England, on the contrary, even Eli R. Miller, of Richland, and Andrew
f the ReturningBoard at length, ridiculed if determined on war, will delay hostili- J. Kellogg, of Allegan ; and the Superthe idea that Anderson forged the returns, and
ties until her preparationsare complete. intendent, George H. Jerome, will be
said Whittflqir, by the grace of Andrew Johnson, was formerly Assistant Treasurer of the With her ironclads within a few hours’ continued in office.
Supreme Court Decision.
United States at New Orleans ; that as such he sail of Constantinople,and at the DardaThe Pacific express west was thrown
The jurisdiction of the Supreme Court
was a defaulter to the Govenunent in the sum nelles, she can well afford to do this.
from the track near Kalamazoo,a few
of more than half a million dollars when he
of the United States to review civil cases
days since, by an open switch, demolsent Anderson to prison ; that Whittaker had
is limited to those in which the value of
A Death Trap.
ishing the mail ana baggage ear, and
been under indictment for that heavy embezzlement, but that, on the 19th of April last,
The construction of the tunnel in Bal- doing some considerabledamage to the the matter in dispute exceeds $5,000.
ust as Nicholls took the office which Packard timore county for the use of the perma- engine. No one was hurt. The switch- Benjamin F. Butler sued Alexander A.
Thompson in the United States Circuit
ought to have had, the indictment against nent water supply of this city is the most
bolt had been filed off, it is supposed,
Whittaker was nolle prossed,and he was perCourt in Massachusetts, and obtained a
stupendous
piece
of
engineering
ever
by train-wreckers,
and the switch partly
verdict for $5,066.17. Before entering
case and the Louisianaelection, and said: mitted to send Anderson to the penitentiary undertaken in the United States. It is
opehed. The object was probably plunWhen the President was inaugurated Stephen where he ought to be himself.
judgment the plaintiff remitted $66.17,
Mr. Howe spoke in the followingtone of civ- seven miles in length, and will cost about der. Damages perhaps $500. ;
B. Packard was Governor of Louisiana.Withso that the judgment as entered was for
il-servicereform : An eminent statesman from $4,000,000. During the past two years
in sixty days after that inauguration he ceased
Robert Audley was drowned off Great precisely $5,000. The defendant then
Kentucky recently made a pilgrimageto Boston
to be Governor. When he disappeared the
work has steadily progressed,and during Point an Sable the other day. He, with
in the interest of civil-servicereform. There,
sued out a writ of error to have the case
will of Louisiana was subverted and trampled
that period many thrilling and fatal ac- Eugene George, was in a small sailupon. Such an event is always a matter of in sight of that great monument which marks
reviewed by the Supreme Court at Washthe spot where immaculate valor died for im- cidents have occurred. Some thirtv boat, which the gale capsized. George
sincere regret to all who respect republicaninington. There he was met by a motion
mortal truth, he dared to say, “The cause of lives have been lost, and, before the work
stitutions.But very few such evente would be
was rescued by Capt. Morgan, from the to dismiss the writ for want of jurisdicreform in the hands of brave men will not be
has been completed, if the loss of life life-saving station on the point, and both
requiredto render the republican institutions
nut down or defeated by the scoffs and deristhat by-word and that hissing on this conticontinues in the same proportion,not might have been saved, but for the de- tion, because the amount or value inion of its enemies."I should like to ask this
volved did not exceed $5,000. The opinnent which for centuries they have been on the
apostle to the Bostonianswho those enemies of less than 100 1 ves will be sacrificed. ay in getting a crew for the life-boat
ion of the of urt, delivered by the Chief
other.
reform are against whose derision he has to in- Such has been the frequency of fatalities
He then reviewed at length the work of the cite brave men. In spite of all the vociferous that the tunnel is popularly known as rom Hamlin, a mile from the station. Justice, sustains this objection, and the
Che crew of the station are discharged writ of error has been dismissed.It is
Louisiana Commissionin a sarcastictone, and
irate about a reform of the civil service, no man
county death-trap.—HaW/more hrough the winter months.
said : If it was their missionto depose an actias formulated it, no man has definedit. I do
held that the trial court has the power
ual Governor,they did not consume time not know what they mean by it The American.
to permit a plaintiff to reduce a verdict
The
State
Insane
Asylum
Board
met
enough. Under the constitution of Louisiana Presidentdid issue an order forbidding those
four vears are required for that purpose. I employed in the civil service from acting on
Get Married.
Et Kalamazoo,last week, and consulted in his own favor, as was done here, and
could not, therefore, see in all that transpired politicalcommitteesor political conventions.
Although bachelors have (Crabb Rob- as to the past and future management of presumably no such reduction will be
in Louisianathe development of a new policy Is that what is meant by reform of the civil servallowed if the object is to deprive the
inson, for example, who lived to be 94) the institution.The members present
for the Republican party or the abandonment ice? If so, the President has alreadyabandefendant of an appeal in a meritorious
were
L.
H.
Trask
and
W.
H.
Tomlinson,
of an old policy. I saw only the acquiescence doned it, or I am misinformed, or, if he still often attained a great age, statisticsgo
in what seemed to be a disagreeablenecessity. believes that means reform, he is the only man to prove conclusively tliat, so far as men of Kalamazoo; Charles S. Mitchell, of case. Whether this case was meritorious
But I was not prepared to see the act adver- in the United States who does believe it. This between 25 and 30 are concerned, the Hillsdale;James A. Brown, M. D., of or not, it looks very much as if the retised as one or the President’schoice, which is not reform. That is tyranny which no predemarried state is more conducive to lon- Detroit; W. H. Withington, of Jackson. duction were made solely to prevent an
every Republican as well as every Democrat cessor of his ever attempted,and no successor
examination of it by the Supreme Court.
was bound to approve. It was, therefore,a will venture to imiteto. - Once it was industri- gevity. In France the mortality per Gov. Croswell and Attorney General
In dismissingthe appeal the couriholds
matter of surprise, and profound regret also, ously advertisedthat public officersshould not 1,000 is 6.2 in married men between 25 Kirchner were present by invitation.
that I heard the President declare in his i&te be removed during their official terms without and 30, and 10.2 in bachelors of the The conduct of the asylum officialswas that the fact that the judgment was for
annual message that “ the discontinuanceof cause. As already remarked, I believe in that same age. Belgium and Holland show examined and justified by the board. $5,000 “in coin” makes no difference.
the use of the army for the purpose of uphold- rule. I have myself adhered tbit, but the PresiAll the officers were retained, and the “Our jurisdiction,”says Chief Justice
similar statistics.
ing local Governments in two States of the dent has flagrantly violated
That
general management of the asylum Waite, “is to be determined by the
Union was no less a constitutional duty and re- surely cannot be what is meant bv the
seems to have met the approbation of the amount of money to be paid, and not the
quirement, under the circumstancesexisting a
She Told Her Love.
reform of the civil service. Latterly ft has
kind.”
T Hie time, than it was a much-needed measure been suggested that the great reform consisted
committee.
A newly-married.Danbury man went
for the restorationof local self-government in making appointmentsto office regardlessof
Of all the phases of the University
and the promotion of national harmony." If the advice of Senators and Representatives home the other evening and found his
The Conscience Fund.
that be a correct definition of the President’s from States, and so smashing the machine. In wife asleep on the lounge. He kneeled muddle, that of last week was probably
Southern policy, I am no longer in doubt as to some conspicuous cases the very reverse has
The-Secretary of the Treasury has rebeside her and devoured her with his the climax. The Regents met in the
whether I approve it or not It is impossible been done. What rule there is upon this or on
ceived, from Cincinnati three $1,000
regular
March
meeting,
Regent
Cutohloving
eyes.
that I should approve it now or ever. It is a any point touching appointmentsit ii not
“John,” she murmured in her sleep. eon alone being absent. What is known coupon bonds, accompaniedby a memclear abandonmentof one of the plainest and given to finite intelligence to know. But I
most solemn duties charged upon the President have four remarks to make upon this last sug“Yes, mv pet, what is it?” he whis- as the Rose party thus had a majorityin orandum that the amount should be
by Hie constitutionand laws of the United gestion.
pered, thrilled to his heart’s depths by the meeting, and Regent Maltz at ohee credited to the treasury of the United
States.
1. All the Presidents have been, all the the ohlling of his name.
introduced a resolution to reinstate Rose States. The bonds have been so thorWhen the President abandoned the Govern- Presidents must be, and President Hayes is,
“John,” she again murmured, “spare- at a salary of $1,800 from April 1, and oughly canceled that their serial numment of Louisiana to domestic violence, he sur- guided by some advice, and that advice does
to remit him from payment of thejudg bers cannot be ascertained.The amount
riq
is only 9 cents a pound.”
rendered the constitutional rights of a tingle come ana will come from one or the other of
The thrill passed off.— Danbury News. ment against him. Regent Grant asked was credited to the oonsdenoe fond.
State. But, when he advertisedhe would never three sources: Either it will be supplied by
short time a lawyer in Wisconsin,but without
clients. He was a Minister at Madrid, but did
not reconstruct the diplomacy of the world. He
was a Major General, out perverse history refused to record his victories.He was transplanted into Missouri,and the generous Republicansof that State bore him into this Senate. Tbat elevation did not prove fatal to him,
but his party died— died not in spite of him,
but because of him, and under the blows which
he inflicted. Having outraged one party and
not yet received absolution from the other, he
denounced both as machines. Having failed
as a dealer in legitimatepolitics,he turned his
attention to the contraband article.In 1872
he helped to lead Horace Greeley and B. Gratz
Brown to the Baltimore market, and taught
the Democracyof that year that they should
call nothing common or unclean if it promised
to beat Grant For six vears he traduced the
Republican party, probably through more languages than any other man livings Upon that
illustriousCaptain who from the 4th of Julv,
1863, to the 4th of March, 1877, led the Republican party, who always led Lis party to
victory and always lifted his country to
renown, at whose approachbut recently the
Eastern continentstood up and uncovered, he
threw more mud than any dredge not Nvorked
by steam fiver threw in the same time.
After reviewing still further Secretary
Schurz’scareer, Mr. Howe took up the Packard

the

it
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publican City Cqm mi lice will be able to
Committee,aud they

to the Stats
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Conference

many

for

ns
he

submitted for consideration is

That

“Croquet.”

ZEELAND, MICHIGAN.

latest.

Majesty’s Ministers

have made

a

may

A

New

Order of things.

Fine

all

Two

What

that fact naturally

Conference?It is not

How

it

that

the Conference should be held, and

spring colors, at
Worsted Fringes

Money.

ciples.”

But the governmentmay

take the same view. One of the

And Yet Have Just as

Many

F. W..

Things.

mated by purposesinimical to her welfare.
Greece and Belgium would be her only

Returns.

England in the presence of Powers ani-

cess of the lories in ther two years of en-

Spring and Company
Pronunciamento.

for

on Dry Goods Will Be
Lowered to Sell $500,000.

Prices

and thus wage a sort of*
which England, as

VJ

Wurzburg.

yard.

Super Cashmere

Grand Rapids, March

finish $1.50, reduced

Wurzburg,

F. W.

22.- Messrs.

If they reason that way in Berlin they Spring & Company of this city, resolving
certainly may in London, and in that vein to do ut least half a million dollars of busi-

to achieve this

JOHN SPOON,
Wm. N. Angel,

cost; to sell as

out all these parts of the treaty which can

and

sell all

for

goods

F.

many of them as possible,
cash. In this way, the customer

abandonmentof

pair up-

W. Wurzburg.
at 15c,

and 25c per yard.
F. W.

Wurzburg,

Cor. Canal and Bronson Sis.

credit.

cause he will throw

his

a

Beautiful Spring Dress Goods
18c, 20c

with bis or her dollar does not have to pay
England’s a percentage on the loss of one who gets

failureto fight immediatelyis her ultimate

is simple that all may underOur Spring Stock must be seen to be
Twenty per cent, profit of One admired. Every department complete.
with his late foe whatever treaty is de- Dollar is Twenty Cents. .Ten per cent, on
Prices as low as any in the State.
manded as to the Straits. Russia will thus Three dollars is Thirty Cents. They proF. W. Wurzburg,
secure through England’s inactivity all pose to sell three times as many goods and
Canal and Bronson Sts.

The plan

make

himself into Russia's hands and will

ahe wishes, and her great armanents will
not have the precise fate sketched in Ber-

stand it.

reduce the percentageof profit according-

ly, thus helping their customers and themthan Russia, but selves at the same time.
the maintenance of great armies is not in

lin. England

is richer

a despotisma simply financialquestion, as
it is in

2% yards wide Bleached Sheet-

2,500 of

Six Tin Types for

AT

^

50

cts.

maae money. If

Great chance to

Ti ] I . J J you can't get gold.youcan get
MM w«B*^nRroenhacks.We need a person iu

I

.

r

.u
«verv town to take subscriptions
the largest,cheapest and best Illustratedfamily
publication in the world. 1 Any one can become a
snccesstnl agent. The most elegant works of an
given free to subscribers.The price is so ion
that almost everybody subscribes.One agent reports making over f 150 in a week. A lady agent
reportH taking, over 400 subscribersin tenTays.
All who engage make money fast. You can devote
all your time to the businese,or only your spare
for

Mortgagee.

Att'y for Mortgagee. 7-1

Portland Maine.

26-1

Jw

Mortgage Sale.

JULIUS RADEKE

J^E FAULT having been made

in the conditions
of a certain mortgase executedby Peter H.
Chappell and Elizabeth Chappell to George W.
Woodward, bearing date the sixth dsy of April, A.
D. 1872, and recorded In the office oMhe Register
of Deeds for Ottawa County, State of Michigan,
on the fifteenth day of June, A. D. 1872, at half
past seven o'clock P. M., In Libor T of mortgages
on page 608, through non-payment of a part of the
money secured to he paid by said mortgage, bv
reason of which the power to sell in said mortgage has become operative, oh which mortgage
there Is claimed to be due at the date hereof the
snra of two hundred and forty-six dollars and four
cents, and also an attorney fee of twenty-five
dollars providedfor In said mortgage,and no suit,
or proceeding having been instituted at law to recover the debt now remaining secured by said
mortgage or any part thereof;Notice is therefore
hereby given, that by virtue of a power of sale
containedin said mortgage and pnrsnanttostatuie
in such case made and provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale at pnMic vendue
•f the mortgaged premises therein described, to-

y

Wholesale Dealer

•And all kinds of-

Smokers’ Fancy Articles.
—

ALSO

—

Wholesale agent for Ph. Best

Brewing Co’s

celebrated

Lager Beer.

wit: all that certain piece or parcel of land situate
n the Coonty of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
known and described as fo.lows:to-wlt: comF.
W URZBURO .
mencing at an Iron post in the Grand Rapids and
Muskegon State Road four chains and fifty four
one-half (54#) links north-westeriy from a
Before Purchasing Spring Goode
grind stone in the first angle of ths said state road
of any kind examine our
Stock and west of the east line of section thlrty-rur and runnlne from thence south, thirty minutes west, one
save at least 10 to 15 per cent.
chain and slxty-onc links; thence north, eighty,
The latest styles of Boxed Papers just
ife Office
nine degrees and thirty minutes west, two chains;
F.
thence north, thirty minutes east, three chains
received
L. T.
Cor. Cspal and Bronson Sts.
twenty-nineand one-half links to an iron post;
thence south forty-nine degrees and forty -five minutes
east, two Chains and sixty-one links along the
We sell a nice corset for 35 cents, and
said state road to the place of beginning; Also
the best White Shirts, made of Wamsutia
that piece or parcel of land sltnatelnthe County
of Ottawa,State of Michigan,known and described
cloth, for 90 cents, at
as follows: commencing nt a point In the Muskegon State Road, said point being the north-west
P.
A.
corner of a lot owned by the said Bllaabeth Chappell and running from thence south, along the
A large stock of Papers and Envelopes
west line of the said Elizabeth Chappell,to the
Pwlne^hip heretofore existing between H. sonth-west
corner of said lot; thence west to the
just received
L. T.
Boone and J. Alberti waa this day dlaolved by
mntnal consent. All ontstandingNotea must he half quarter line: thence north on said half quari ?
^oone- All persons having accounts ter line to the centre of said State read; thence
Don’t forget our Japan Tea at 40 cents. w th the firm are requested to settle the same sonth-ensterly along the centre of said state road
Just received a
supply of
to the place of beginning, and being a fractlohal
Also, a
Jot of Feathers at bottom within Thlrtv Days, with Mr. J. Alberti, he having part of the south east quarter of sectionnumber
Goods, Suitings at 8, 10 and 12c per yard.
the books in his possession.
thirty-fonr,town eight north of range thirteen
prices.
„
H. BOONE.
west: all containing about one acre and a half of Fine Alpacca dress goods at from 20c to
J.
• P.
A.
land more or less, together with the hereditaments
ing, 20c per yard.

W.

Pair dealing can always be
relied upon.

nd

Additional ££ofal.

England.

Only $1.00 per doz.

JLJ

wards.

be reconciled with the good will of Austria ;
feel that

ladies’ aud

adopt this plan: To misses’ fancy hose from 15c

a small percentageabove

at

of

Beautiful assortment

result. They have there-

fore determined to

ment. Undeterred by the Judgments of a
Conference or by war Russia will carry

Sultan must

AET GALLERY

tlculars, directions «nd terms free. Elegant and
expensive outfit free. If yon want profitablewark
aend us your address at onee. It costs nothing tu
try the business. No one who engages fails to
make great pay. Address “The People’s Journal.’

section twenty-nine,in town eight north, tango
west, in said County of Ottawa and State
of Michigan.
Dated, March 25th, 1878.

Cor. Canal and Bronson St$,

1,000 pair of children’sfaqpy striped
of reasoningit would be clearly England’s ness the coming year, have made up their
interestto upset the Conference project. minds that there is but one way in which hose 5c a pair.

as the

-

BTJIRQ-IESS’

Mortgage Sale*

from $2 00.

the richer Power, will be far the stronger.

and

A.T

Ottawa on the 24th day of June,
Gros grain at $1.00, former price $1.25. 1878, at ten o’clock In the forenoon; said
« vl X?a netfd not be away from home over
premises are described iu said mortgage as
Extra heavy $1.25, worth $1.50.
the north-cast quarter of north west quarter of night. You cun do it as well as others. Foil par

financial campaign, in

mo-

w

has been made in the condition? of a
mortirage, oxccutod by Orville O. Sparks
and Mary Sparks to John Spoon, daled June 25,
Collars, Collarettes,Bibs, Ties, 1875. and recorded In the Register's office of Ottawa
County, Michigan.September 20, 1875. in Liber V,
Handkerchiefs,&c., &c.
of mortgages on page 982. upon which mortgage
F.
there i? claimed to be due at this date, thirteen
hundred and eighty-onedollar* and thirty nine
10,000 yards of the handsomest prints cents, befidertan attorney fee of nfty dollars provided for in aaid mortgage in case of foreclosure
ever seen in Grand Rapids.
thereof.No suit or proceeding at law has been
Instituted to recover the debt secured by said
F. W.
mortgage or auy part thereof. By such default the
power of sale containedin said mortgage has be5,000 yards of double width fine Scotch come operative;Therefore, Hotice is hereby given,
that said mortgage will he foreclosed by the tale of
15c per
These goods the land therein describedor so much thereof as
may
be necessary to satisfy the amount due therewould be cheap at 20c.
on, Includingsaid attorney fee and the costs o!
F.
Wurzburg.
foreclosureand sale, at public vendue to the highest bidder at the frontdoorot the Court House In
the City af Grand Haven in said County of
Great Bargains in Black Silks.

ernments will continue enormous prepara-

facts in the case that are of greatest

7-f

W.

vein attributed

reasoning leaves out of view the

Anoki. A Soule. Defendant'sSolicitors.

Styles of Buchings,

Ginghams

war will not result, but that the two gov-

this

-

JOGS VERPLANKE.

W. Wurzburg.

be a very brilliant exhibition of the suc-

But

moueJr by address-

everywhere.

DEFAULT

New

Cu*Pl

10

"Sheilff of Ottawa County, Michigan.

W. Wurzburg.

F.

r'

The Gray Medicine Co.,

In

Lace

friends, ana that demonstrationwoyld not

tions for war,

•

Elegant Line of Sun Umbrellas,
and gold top handles In

Buy for Cash, Sell at Small
Profits and Make Quick

111,1 °B

No.

the latest novelties.

show the frieridlessncssand helplessness

in the despatches to a Berlin paper— that

Ing

Photographs

with pearl, ivory

ence of all the great Powers would be to

in the

Wurzburg.

Cor. Canal and Bronson Sts.

doubtful results of an assembly in confer-

of and

NEW STYLE OF

cents each.

least

demonstrationthey either do not care

’s Sale.
an execution.Isouod out

1"

Five hundred Cotton Sun Shades, 12^

not

deavor to restore British prestige on the
Continent. And what tells against the
Ministry is what the Ministry do not mean
to have exhibited just now if they can prevent it. As to consequencesbeyond that

virtue of

^UU

W. Wurzburg.

F.

that its failure will be so clearly to Eng-

anything but “substantialprin

match, 12i cents per

to

yard.

land’s disadvantagethat she should sacri
fice for it

Y

on

CT

Mechanics'Block, Detroit, Mich.
favor of Susan
ln
Holland
by Heber Walsh and by aH
I hompson the defendant therein named. I did, on
Druggists
4^-iy
he 14th day of March 1878, levy on all the right,
title and Interestof the said Ellis ThompsonIn and
to the followingdescribed lands situated In said
5:Wc.ekJn J'.onrown town- *3 outfit free.
County of Ottawa, viz: the south-east quarter of
R.° r*»*. Reader, if you want a business
north-we'tquarter and east half of north-west
at which persons ot either sex can make
quarter of 8t»uth-westquarter »f section twenty-four great pav all the time they wqrk, write for particn
l north range fllteon west. Ao/Ics is lars to If. Ballot A Co., Portland, Maine.
twn/ Qioen that I shall expose said lands tor sale
at public vendue to the highest bidder to satisfy
the amount due on said execution, Including costs
and collection fees, at the front door of the Court
House in the City of Grand Haven, In said Countv.
on the eighteenthday of May, 1878, at
ten o’clock In the forenoon.
Dated, Grsnd Uayxx, March 27th, 1878.

Beautiful snow-fluke Dress Goods in
12^ cents per yard.

People Are To Save

is greatly to England’s advantage

that

them or they reason

1)

Thompson tne complainant,aud

demand made. Journalistsiu England
eason sincerely and with some cogency

7.?m

Sheriff

Bril-

altogether

unlikely that that was the real purpose of

of

black

m'

yersal Lassitude.Pain In the Back, Dlmnesaef
Vision, Premature Old Age, and many ether diseases that lead to Inaantiy. Consumption and a
Premature Grave, all of which as a rule are first
caused by deviatingfrom the path of nature and
over Indulgence. The Specific Medicine Is the result of a life study and many years of experience
“‘treating these specialdiseases.
Full particulars In bur pamphlets, which we
desire to send free by mail to every one.
ThtfSpeciflc MedicineIs sold by all Druggists at
fl per package, or six packages for $5. or will he

yard. These goods IJ under the seal of the Circuit Court for the
County of Ottawa, and Slate of Michigan. In
last month for 37^ cents.
chancery, to me directed and delivered, agnlnM the
F. W. Wurzburg.
goods, chattele. lands and tenementa of Ellis

were sold

the
j

fine

linntine 25 cents per

Proposed to Do.

it is

hundred yards of

Mich.,

Seminal Weak-

sequence
,
Abuse; as Loss^SS^G^TF
oeiore laDDgof memory, Uni- After Taking.

Particular attentionwill be paid to cn«tratlne
and treatinghorse*, and orders can be left at Mr.
C. Blum, 8r. Zeeland, Mich., oral Wm. Van Pntten,

Holland.

W. Wurzbukq.

F.

J

ness, Spermatorrhea, Impotency
and all diseases
that follow as a

_

.Refer' with permlHilonto J. Flloman, Holland.
H. 8prlk. Holland. T. Evana. Hol'and, K. Nlea
Zealand, Wm. Pycok. Zeeland, H. Van Kyk, Hoi
land, J. Terboek, Holland.

WURZBURG.

wool, black Cashmeres, 60

therefore be held

arises the inquiry. Did they wish to prevent the

I

D./'

cents.

demand which they knew

ence impossible. From

—

Grand Rapids, Mich.

insisted upon, render the Confer-

if

W.

F.

TEADf
nn

AWtC* Is especially rec
omniended as
unfailing cure for

known.

lower thuu ever before

could

hare been doubtful even in London
when the demand was made. Her

must,

care and the prices of which will be found

Cor. Canal and Bronson street.

not

to

Goods which 1ms been selected with groat

AND—
HOBSE GELDER,

Remedy

Specific Medicine

“

VETERINARY SURGEON,

We

our very large
stock of Foreign and Domestic Dress

the ottae.

plain, and

GRAY’S

a more bnuutilnl and complete assortment

Russia would assuredly refuse to

concede that demand was

The Great English

PROFESSIONAL

call particular attention to

The Very

PEAK,

.

I

Spring Stock has arrived and

has never been exhibited in this city.

ills is evident-

“off.” England’spreposterous demand
to the form in which the treaty should

Spring Goods!

New

Our

proper time.

regard to Hie

stands in Europe that

proposed panacea
ly

Committee.

This will do for this time, I think, and
hope Unit even this pleasantrymay be
enough to amuse our men to action at the

OONFEB2NCE OB NQ OONPfiBENCE.
As the negotiutionwith

Hew

give to the Ccunty

New

For

ths

Holland City Hews.

The Bid

ii

at

Out-

Mr. Editor— You may be

a little sur-

prised to find one of Holland City’s ladies

bold enough

ask you

to

for a little space,

in your popular journal to exhibit, I

may

as well fay, the ludicrousphase of the
election held on

Monday last, in

this city.

Being located so that 1 could personally observe the doings on Eighth street, and hear

considerableof the pleadingsfor rotes,

my mind

when

own

to

eur grand, old Republi-

can party was on Us
its

back

involuntarily wandered

the days,

way.

feet,

and had

Or,
they

is that

been duped

by

put?

Or, have

a Union Caucus,

If

opposition could not be organized thereafter? This seems to be the case. Ha
Ha! Truly ridiculous! A Republican city,'

hu

A

the ticket, all DemocraU!

how

Really, I wonder

glorious the Repub-

lican City Committee feel about this.

for I

bout of a

merea just received.

you

and Un-

,

P.
Needles, Oils and

tachments

at
-

A handsome lot of

etc.,

& A. 8TERETEE.

-

Sewing Machine At-

-**-

Do the Republicans of

admit by

this city

num-

have u

want

to

their inaction, in the face of a

clear, large majority, that they have not
got good enough, or able men enough in
their ranks?

We

it were true we

the afternoon,to pay the inra due on said mortcanton flannels, cottonades, etc., etc.
fee* wlthinu*rc8t an<* coat* Including said attorney
large stock of white and gray
Dated, Grand Hatih, March twenty-ninth. 1878.

GEORGE W. WOODWARD .Mortgagee

CHILLED

Xf

You Intend

cannot believe this. If

would have to turn our

snpilesinto tears. But that is not the case

-duped is the *ord, sod by a Union
Caucus! What a brilliant report the Re-

very

Lime, Lath, Shingles, Cord-

see them before you conclude to purchaae any
other. We sell them very cheap.>

wood, and Stovewood, Akron
cement, always on hand at the

Large stock of

to Paint,

cheap.
-—
----

.

—

5_13w

.

Anjold darkey who was asked if in his
experienceprayer was ever answered, replied: Well, ssh, some pra’ars is ansud
an some isn’t—’pendson w’at you axes
fo . Jest arter de wab, w’en it was aiighty
hard scratchin’ fo’ Ue cullud breddern, I
beat red dat w’enebber I pway de Lord to
sen one of Marse Bayun’s fat turkeys fo’
ae o e man, dere was no notice took of de
partition, but w’en I pway dat he would
jjeoje man fe’de turkey, de matter

ns?!*

Woolen Blankets

And are so clentlflcally constructedas to be
superior to any other plow In America.Come and

VAN LANDBQBND k MKLIS.

WALL PAPER
all

anyth
start yon.
industrious.

eveo'whore...

furniture

room

"°Ik

^or

“

t,l,n

for

below

cost iu order to

new goods. Also

a

make

large assort-

ment of Ladies’ and Gents' hosiery, also a
kinds of Buttons,

full line of all

HARRINGTON.

Dig5

(J

kinds of

will be sold

at the

Cheap Ca«h Store of

Cheap Cash Store of
E. J,

A

.

R. W. Duncan, Attorney.

----

no chance to work, brush, sold by the gallon, and can be aponly on the day of election, and taking plied by any person. Sample cards free.
that into consideration, it ran remarkably White Lead, Oils, Varnish, Brushes, &c.,
to

1

-----O. DOESBURG. Carpets, Curtains,

wu

ber wanted two tickets; wanted
choice, wanted fair play.

1

7-4w

True, an “Independent Ticket” was got Seventy Shades of Cottage Colors.
up on Saturday evening, but Sunday in- These paints are mixed ready for the

least, that a large

ar

These Plows are made of

ular leaders that “never go back on the Call at the Drug Store of Heber Walsh,
and
and examine the
party”?

well-showing,at

d appurtenancesthereuntobelonging or in any 75c. Beautiful ginghams at a bargain.
wise appertaining;at the front door of the Court
House of said Ottawa County, in the City of Grand Also, a full stock of sheetings bleached
Haven In said coonty,on the tWAnty-ftartli
day of Jano, A. D. 1878, at two o'clock In and unbleached, flannels in all color*,

WAKA

PLOWS

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,
cheap for cash, at

Drew

ALBBRTL

ffISHA

RANTERS.

L. T.

While Lqad,

those

“true to the core” fellows, and those pop-

tervening, there

new

>Aw

lot of Cassi-

sold at 10 cents per yaid, at

tremendous increase in his

Where are-

before

Pecales has just been received and will be

expect the Qrondmt, will Brushes,

party vote. Ha, Ha!

RANTERS

large stock of Bleached

For

the once, I wish I could read the Holland

language,

A

you intend to buy a Sewing Machine

elected her three principal officers at

of

8TERETEE.

bleachedCottons, and a new

Dry-Goods.

TH?

10

new

&

Dissolution Notice.

(?)

called so late in the week that an eflectlve

the head

RANTERS.

--

for the

a thing of the

8TEKETEE.

-

at

Republican go and see L. T.
party, 1 believe? Were they all asleep? go elsewhere.
about seventy majority

GRAND HAVEN, MICH.

$eut &dwtwnrort0.

&

on

WASHINGTON STREET.

it all

This city still claims

Warehouse

W. Wurzburg,

RANTERS.

E, J.

Call at the

?.l

»•>«•, nuw i« mu ume.

Costly outfit and terms free. Address Truk & Co.,

Augusta, Maine.

HAmiJTQTO]?.

Meat Market
—

Just received and sold at

OF

B01T0M PRICES BOOTS & SHOES. J. KXTITEl
7-«w
MEYEH &
Fresh and Salted Meats.
RIDIEY HALL A
at

H.

For the beet klud of

CO.

complete slock of Boots and Shoes

A
E.

for Ladles’ and

HOME SCHOOL.

Gentlemen.

Rubbers, Slippers

IlAUDEUt A. M.f Principal.

Ladies’ walking shoes, etc.,
b/.

*ri,J4UTDJch^DAir0IITERS'

Branches*"*1m0dem Ungaa^?e• tnd

.be(°'MD-np nex’
N0.;

Also,

at

pay the highest market
price for hides, hams, and all
I

kinds of fanner’s produce.

a bargain

Come

at the

and^amme my

Ornamental Cheap CRSh StOTC Of

I

E.J. HA

miJTQ TON.

3.

EIGHTH

ST.,

EUITE

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN.
fi-ifiw

I

In Fillmore J. W. Garveliuk was

goes

tfis

c

Oufl Street Commissioner

KigbH»

-

is

Tup

basements lor G. and

ou River

Wm. Van

Supervisor.

com-

Street, arc nearly

and Wright, without

The Greenhackers made a

elected for

re

in the city

--

-

CORNER CEDAR*

of

the whole of Ken.

1TABLSTSj HEADSTONES
Manufacturer* «f
.

---

*
page we
«1—

.

i

And

the city of

cony as

and

railroad lands in this

a stand,

Ail

A new

streets,

at

Our young

folks were treated this

week and otherwiseseverely injuring himself.

accompanied by a dressed up monkey,
whose especial duty

it

was to pick up the

stray pennies.

Our informant sent us the name of Rev.
l)e Hey, last week, as the one to install
Rev. R. Duiker, in Grand Haven, on the

President, and Frank Gardner as 2nd
vice-president.

have been Rev. E. Van dcr Hart,

of

Grand

Haven.

Since the

partnership

berti has been

been busy

of Boone & A1

dissolved,Mr. Alberti has

pulling

up

signs, and

making

such other improvments around and

in his

barn as were necessary to run an

inde-

Good

Du. Reynolds has been carrying on a

been carried on very wisely, and the liquor
dealers confess that they feefits effects se-

The

A little fellow being told by a young
man to get off his knee, that he was too
heavy to hold in that way, made quite a

The special bussiness of the.eventng will

of Harrington & Vaupell, has

to

G.

Holland

to great

advantage on an enemy's

decks.
in-

A Chicago

Table Oil Cloth,
Window Shades
of

kinds.

all

Retail.

this

week

the

t

—alter hearing a man,

Twilight, Capt. Brower, brought into thi

Bedroom

Setts

whom

uf1877.

A

and Parlor

Setts,

A Large and Fino

he wished

STOCK

IfTEW

SOOTSX SHOES
—
—
Just received

Coffins and Caskets
on hand.

’

always

Fair dealing can be relied on.
While I thank the public

for

at

HEROLD,

Li¥eSieereBelsatker’ E.

drummer attended the col-

ored Sabbath school, at Keokuk, Sunday,

On Wednesday ®f

VAN PUTTEN.

1, 1877.

rpil E Eaat 45 feet of Lot ft la Block 86. Situated
between J. O. Deeeburg’eDrug Store, and F.
* A. Bteketee’s General Btere, ou Blghth street.
Inquire
H. DOE8BURG.
Holland, April 7,
8-tf

it

covers very thoroughly.It can be car-

be the celebration of the anniversary of
worked
the club. All friends of the temperance

Not.

Fine Building Site For Sale.

nnaorona to mention:

ready for use a

ried into the maintop of a vessel and

steadily increasing. E. J. Harrington,Jr.,

CALL AND SEE.

Wall Paper at Wholesale and

12.

business in horseflesh seems to be

of the firm

consisting of all kinda of

m

section of a circle, sweeping the area

vited to be present.

The

A prempt deliveryfree of charge, can
be relied upon.

BOTTOM PRICES,

CLEARED.

be much superior to the Gatling gun. It
business meeting of the Reform
moves to and fro, from |ide to side, in a
Club will bo held at the office of A.

cause, both ladies and gentlemen are

very spicy remarks were indulged iu.

Dealer

— AT

Apr. 2— schr. Four Bros., fr’rn Chic, light.

A

Visscher, ou Friday evening, April

first-class.

PRICES ARE LOW.

newly invented Swedish gun, claimed to

stable.

The Classes of Holland met in the
Third Reformed church on Wednesday
last, and had a very lively session. The
Theologicalquestion of Hope College was
the privot around which was gathered
the attention of the members, and some

The Goods are

FURNITURE
—

ARRIVED.

The Russian navy has

industry.

1877.

Floor Oil Cloth,

ances up to Friday morning:

Sister Apr. 2— schr. Four Bros., to Chicago, l
r r ties, .524 m shingles.
Sal weighs a hundred pounds more than I,

and you held her on your knee for four

2fi

Household FURNITURE

Sentinel.

hey?

yelling back— “Too heavy,

hours last night.”

pendent

home

In the elty, am again ready with an entire new
Stock of

fallowing are the arrivalsand clear-

sensationamong the persons present by

Feed.

before you order, and pat-

FURNITURE

Oldest

climbing the heights of fame with n patch

riously.

Flour

—THE—

clothes

on his pantaloons?—

(Japs,

Crockery,

the undersigned

I,

make more differencewith
the
world's
opinion
than a good many
very vigorous red-ribbon campaign in Chi*
cago the last two months, and 45.000 have people are willing lo admit. How do you
signed the pledge. The movement has suppose Senator Conkling would look

was a mistake— it should

lust., this

call

ronize your

screechingmusic of a grind organ,

to the

14th

brick,

&

formed

.

of

ats

Etc., Etc.

Salem Centre, last week, starling out

sent them at the next session of the Gen’l by Mr. M. Mulder, who had the misfortune with a membership of ninety. John
to fall from the top, on Wednesday last, Haverkate ’was unamimously chosen as
Synod. ‘
striking his head against a pile

Dr^ Goods,

Prices Low.

other counties.

A Red-ribbon club has been

building is being constructed

with a call.

A new Block ef

Work Warranted and

Holland. Mich., Aug.

Rev. J. F. Zwemer, and three elders were

I

ers

tbe objection.

Rev. Dr. Phelps, Rev. II Pieters, and
chosen by the Classis of Holland to repre- near the corner of 12th and Cedar

will be pleased to see all my ok custom
and as many new ones as will faver

Where

Groceries,

day evenings,and use L. T. Kanters’ bal- on the 18tb o| last month, relating to the Give us a

visor.

of

We keep constantlyon baud the best kind of
stock, sad alee a nice varletv of designs. Letter
tng done In the English, Hollandaid German languages, as desired.

On the first
publish the comGrand Haven the whole plate to play out of doors during the coming
summer,
occasionally,
for
the
amuseplete
resolution,
as
oflered
by the Hon. J.
Democratic ticket was elected with the
W.
Stone,
in
the
House
of
Representatives
exceptionof one Alderman and one Super- ment of the public; probably en SaturIn

all kinds

ROOST & SON,

J.

Corner Ninth and Riror Street.

CEMETERY WORE
-- IN STONE. --

-

and the judge sustained

ers,

understand that Gee’s Band contem-

Earned oat bj the late Fire I have re opened in
the store formerly occupied by

County. MONUMENTS

—

We

_

---

almost I

The roads have been drying up nicely
pleted.
The Old Hand serenaded Supervisor
during this week, wheat is higher, and
Dr. Gee’s residence is progressing nice- now is the chance for the farmers to sell. Diekema, of the Township of Holland,on
Thursday evehing,and had a good time.
ly. It will be quite an imposing building
Josh Billings:— “I notiss one thing, the
when finished.
IN an assault and battery case at Ann
man who rides on the kars every day is
--- -*•»—
Arbor,
Mich., objection was made to two
Our fruit-growers report that the peach satisfiedwith one seat, but the man who
of the jury because they were red-ribbonbuds arc not injured in the least, and rides once a year wants at least four.”
promise a good yield.

EIGHTH STREETS.

Luce & Perkins, G. Van Futten.

a

clean sweep

Grand Rapids, and

!

I

;

T

can ticket. Mr. A. Bilz it

ITEW STAND!

im aur

“Nationals” captured the town-

ships of Berlin
ed Supervisorand P. Volmari, clerk.
---—
-struggle.
cleaningup
Spring Luke elected the whole Republi-

street.

Putten,

The

elect-

into effect this year.

.

re elected

Mastenbroek as Supervisor.

was elected Supervisor.

f
Thu Jug
' •*’ *

Grand Haven township lias

In the township of Omijsel H. Kok

dotting

Eighth Street,

Cm

of Holland.

A Complete o-sortmentof Children*! and Infanta*
akeea for fall and winter, and • full line ef
Ladles’ and Gentleman's wear.

tholr patron nec of

CALL AND SEE

goods lo, say that he was the past, I hope to merit and solicit a liberalsnare
US.
at it for the future.
been to Chicago and got a lot of ten fresh harbor five hundred saw logs at one tow, uaterested in the work and was going—
horses, disposed of them this week, and and delivered them to the saw mill^f Xught a class, put a dollar iu the hat when
N. B. Call and see a most beautifulvariety of
Ding the
th
I am now selling
Howe dewing Mschlae,
Camp (Jhaira,ornnnicnt6« picture frump#* brackcti^ and will henceforthkeep
re.
‘t«ep It for i
sale
*
itmjstor
will start on Monday evening next tor an- Van Dyk & Co. and Pauels, Van I^ftlkn it was passed, declined to take any change etc.,
8. RE1DSEMA.
Peddling
ng machines with wagons
wsgoushi
has been abolished
&
Co.
This
is the largest lot of logtyfowc'
Holland,
Jan.
1?,
1878.
for the simple reaeou that the price* of mechlm-H
other lot. This firm seems to be doing a
when the treasurer offered it to him, and
at* too low to admit ef toy expense
i ia that way.
into this harbor Irom Lake Michigan.
nice little business.
sold his man a good bill of goods next day.
Call la and get bargains.
The logs came from Oscar’s Pier andvfro
E. HEROLD.
H.
Bumming up the tone of the latest Eu- the Allegan Wood Co’s pier.
In the township of Olive the election
Holland, Mich., Sept. 1, 1877.
ropean telegrams, we can say: Upon the
passed off quietly and the following
The Cincinnati Gazette publishesdes- officers were elected
whole the situationis no worse, if not
to sell a bill of

etc

W. &

ELFERDINK’S

:

patches from fifty-sevenpoints in Southern

better. Strong hopes continue to prevail

that Russia may concede something. So Ohio, Indiana and Northern Kentucky,
much, however, depends upon accident from which it appears that the prospects

-

for a large crop of

that the entire situation is liable to be radically

changed

at

--

good. The

any moment.

Clerk— Henry D. Jones.

known. Not

NO.

Treasurer— M. E. Nienhuj*.

wheat are exceedingly

Com. of Highways— Joel M. Fellows.
Drain Commissioner— John D. Wood.
Sup'tof Schools— F. M. Harvey.

acreage sown last fall was

larger than ever

The schooner Kate Howard, whifih
went on tbe beach at Michigan Cl
last fall, during tbe November blow

VAN RAALTE,

D. B. K.

Supervisor— A. P. Stegenga.

one report

22

RIVER STREET,

DEALER IN

Holland, - - - Michigan

Boots and Shoes

The above Arm make a specialtyof custom work.
Guarantee satisfaction.Their prices are lew
there are apprehensionsof rank growth.
Overseer of the Poor— Joel M. Fellows. enough to compete with any honsc In the city.
They keep constantly or hand a choice variety ot
Slippers, etc.
Justice of the Peace, full term— W. A. Ladies and Children sloes and gaiters.
Mr. Henry P. SCott, of Holland, Michi- Willis.
together with the entire outfit, was, on
lie pairing neatly done
at
n, has recently located in Lawrence,
Wednesday last, libeled by T,
Justice of the Peace, .vacancy— Cltas.
Short Notice,
Crother.
nd will, on the first of next week open a
on a claim for $215 for seamen’s
W. & H. ELFKRDINK,
Constables— Wm. Frik, M. P. Stegenga, 8l-ly
Of the neatest styles and best qualitieswhich
The United Slates marshal has taken pos- actory, operatedby water power, In the
•fler cheaperthan anybody else.
Chas. Owen, John F. Bu&h.
session of the remains, and will dispose of upper story of Roberts’ Wood Factory, for
is unfavorable,

although from a few points

School Inspector—C. Nivtson.

Rubbers,

and

them

in

the manufacture of the Park Patent Ven-

due time.

tilating Window

Our

friend Regenmorter, the

keeper at our harbor,

light

-house

two

weeks, and that

full

eight feet

of

will have

it

a

present there is

The Chicago

good connow as if we

of the building

Scott here, and

Times says that the report

department shows a large

to

meet on Friday evening, in

this city, to

put a ticket In the field, according tp a
slate

made up

for the purpose of elecilfig

themselves and their friends to

caucus. They
were quite a number

succeeded,but there

work.

-

J.

E.

V^dbTv'mk

h.8 started

4ber

1,

the foundationwas laid last

Specialty.

Joslin&Breyman,

tends to build this one, on the corner,

put tbe third story oo both of

destined to lie

if

themi^ijis

In

date,

I

trade the necessary attention,

Treasurer— Jan de Free, Sr.

Mason Lumber
Company, of Muskegon, to watch and

Sup’tof Schools— C. Van Loo.

take, if possible, a boat thief. Having as-

certained his probable whereabouts tbe
marshal took the Fanny Shriver and pro-

man

ceeded to Saugatuck and caught the

in the boat, in the act of sailing away

name

W. H. Herndon. The boat taken

is

a

good sized sail boat well fitted out, most

School Inspector—J. den Herder

A
Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
those

Jewelry * Fancy Goods.

Constable, J. Vaupell.
Highway Commissioner—C. de Putter.
4th ward— Alderman, H. Croplcy. ConDrain Commissioner— C. Van Loo.
stable— W. Finch.
The day passed off quiet and orderly,
Constables— A. de Groot, J. F. Hiefje,
and
as proof of obedience to the ProclaA. Romeyn, and I. Peak.

mation of our Mayer, (to
In the township of Rlendon tbe election

we saw most

all our

sell

no

liquors)

saloon keepers quiet-

of White Granite

liberal deduction to

who buy

sets or in large

quantities.

Rockingham and Yellow
Ware in large supplies.

3d ward— Alderman, John Kramer.

Herder.

plete stock

and C. C. Ware.

DEALERS IN

Marshal— John Vaupell.
Justice of the Peace— Jas. Ten Eyck.
School Inspectors—Job. Dijkema, B.
Ledeboer.

1st ward— Alderman, Fred. O. Nye.
Justice of tbe Peace, full term— A. Rid- Constable, Geo. W. Frink.
dering.
2d vfeard—Alderman, William Butkau.
Justice of the Peace, vacancy— M. den Constable, R. Van Kampen.

likely for a pleasure boat.

The Union ticket in tbe Township of
Holland was elected by large majorities.

Watchmakers | Jewelers,

City Glerk— J. A. Roost.
City Treasurer— Dirk R. Meengs.

Supervisor— J. G. Van Hees.

last our City Marshal re-

and will keep on hand a com-

Mayor— K. Scbaddelee.
Supervisor— G. Van Schelven.

the township of Zeeland the follow-

ing officerswere elected:

ceived a dispatch from the

is

after this

intend to devote to this line of

one School Inspector. Tbe following are

Clerk— Henry Bosch.

thief’s

From and

:o:

the officers elected:

the othjert

from Saugatuck harbor. The

—

—

whole Union ticket was elected with the exception of Supervisor and

Chicago.

unoccupied./

On Thursday

VAN RAALTE.

CROCKERY!

^^i^^enwuT l*cke1,

t

refreshing to see one of thes^
corners occupied—

K.

aging for the mechanics of the City of

storieshigh, and as soon as any on

lo rent the other, he will build

D B

G1™

be built to old buildings,

Work a

1818.

i9
as93' m“kinS a rrun‘T of the old Hollander printing office) on Satur[nearly three thousand feet, all brick or
day night, and nominated an Independent

year.

build up one of the two stores for which

Makes Custom

VAN LANDEGEND,

Holland,Mich. January

gether to meet over Harrington’s store, (in

Mr.

O'

the action of the

permits granted,
who were not satisfied with it, and who
and that there have been more permits
preferredtwo lickeU in the field, to say
granted during the month of March than
the least. This element was called toat any other year since 1873. The num-

good harbor yet, especially if

- —

A 3 Acre Fruit Farm containing some 800 bearing
grape vines, 100 Currant bnahes; Strawberries;
Pears, Apple, Quince, Chestnnt, Mulberry,Apprlcot. Cherry and Peach trees In bearing.
No money roqnired down Inquire of

office,

That there was a slate was abundantly

shown by

FOR SALE,

Caucus was called last week

increase in the building

we could get another appropriation to
finish the

B.

K &n?AB.—Lawrenee Evening Standard.

last year is in

begins to look

C.

will be general agent for these blinds for

water at the shoalestplace.

All the work of
dition, and

at

Wynne accompanied Mr.

tells us that its con-

dilion has been improving for the last

Blind. Mr.

A Union

I

g. J.

vaarwerk.

Holland, Mich., Sept. 10

1875.

All Kinds of Spectacles.
Stall lifaie oFfiold

Peas*

PICTURES

!

promenadingthe streets and taking a Repairing Neatly and Promptly Evented. Come and examine my specimens before you
decide logo elsewhere. I am now prepared to
By six o’clock the result was
take tbe finest frame photo's for a lower
Holland. Man'll 14,
6--ly.
pride than ever before.
Clerk— O. M. Sherburue.
The followingare the officers elected
known and in the evening both brass
Treasurer— A. Fahrnow.
bands were out serenading the successful D COT business you can engage Iu. $3 to $20
Supervisor— W. Diekema.
Clerk— A. J.llillebrands.
Justice of the Peace, full term— P. L. caudldates. The glorificationover victory nra I perdi»* made by any worker ol either
sex, right In their own local lies. ParAre finishedin the latest style, and everybody
Treasurer— D. Jonkef.
e .your
Jewett.
ran highest at the balcony of L. T. Kanand samplesworth $ft free. Improti
pronounces them charming, and without extra
meat* this bnslnoss.Address bn.ssoN * charges.
School Inspectors—J. Ten Have,* A.
Justice of the Peace, vacancy— Geo. ters book store, where fire works were
Visscher.
Oldman.
freely fired off, speeches made by the vict
Farm for Sale.
Com. of Highways— T. Dykema.
Com. of Highways— Horace B. Atwood. tors, and music furnished by one of the
Drain Com.— K. Lahuis.
Sup’t of Schools— Chw, O. SmedleyT
bands. Politics seem to have been left
Takua ou the shortest possible notice.
I will adl eighty acre* of aplendid clay
Justice of the Peace— II. Van Eyk.
Drain Commissioner— Horace B. At- out entirely,over which some feel e Rule soil, six miles from this city. Near church
chagrined,and on this topic we publish and school house, at a bargain, 30 acrea
Constables—A. Jansen, J. Cochrane,
B
resulted as follows:

ly

Supervisor— Jesse P. Hall.

holiday.

1877.

:

CARDS DE VISITE

.

w

I

i

TO TYPES

wood.

S.

Stegenga.

This

election passed off tluiet and

peaceably.

.

School Inspector— Wm. P. Hall.

an article send In by one of our ladies,

Constables— John Quartel, C. Behrens, attempts
P. Snider, H. Vogelsang.

to

make

another column.

fun
‘

of

who

that element— in

this land is partiallyimproved. Also
40 acre# of unimproved land in the Township uf Fillmore. Inquire of

of

4^tf

M. D.

HOWARD.

Gallery opposite Post-Office.
A. M.

Holland, Feb.

Ist,

BURGESS

1878.

5l-4w^

VlNING

HEB BIG

WHAT WAS HIS CREED?
escaped marrying such a selfish,mean,
miserable wretch.”
He left s load of anthracite
Her eyes shone so, and her whole face
In front of a poor widow’s door,
was so glorified with intensity of feel- When the deep snow, frozen and white,
Wrapped street and square, mountain and moor.
ing, that I could scarce keep from cryThat was his deed
He did It well;
ing out at her beauty.
44 What was his creed?"
her never to tease,
he managed to make that half hour one
“Tut,
tut, Mary,” said Mansfield,
I cannot tell.
Kor apeak, till you spoke to me first. But that’f
of the happiest of Mary’s lif$. I was
“you can’t reasonably blame a man for
nonsense, for how would you know
Blest
In
his
basket
and his store,"
What ah* told me to aaY, if 1 didn’tf « Don't you like a bull in a china shop, and served
not wanting to saddle himself with a hulk
In sitting down and rising np
really and truly think ao?
as an excellent contrast to this fine ladylike me, and a horde of half-grown boys.
When more he got, he gave the more,
killer, for I could feel my blood beginWithholdingnot the crust and cup.
44 And then you’d feel strange here alone 1 And you
You can’t blame MacMurray. I’m a
He took tho lead
wouldn’t know Just where to sit;
ning to boil in my veins, and my manner
miserable wreok, and the boys are none
In each good task
Ibr that chair Isn’t strong on its legs, and we'
was
no
doubt
as
flustered
as
my
face.
I
of them ont of the way. You couldn’t
44 What was his creed ?’’
never use it a bit.
I did not ask.
We keep it to match with the sofa. But Jack says put. Mary at last in an uptown stage;
expect, Brace, a rational man, however
it would be like yon
and, as 1 went through the store again,
he
might
love
a
woman,
to
marry
her
Hie charity waa like the snow,
To flop yourself right down upon It and knock out
MacMurray made some frivolous excuse
Soft, white and silken in Its fall ;
tho very last screw.
under these circumstances. ’’
Not like the noisy winds that blow
to call me, but soon plunged into the
“Not
a
rational
man,
perhaps,"
I
From shivering treee the leaves ; a pall
B’poae you try ? I won’t teli. You’re afraid to!
subject nearest his heart
said, and my blood was all in a glow ;
0 1 you’re afraid they would think it was
For flower and weed,
“ She’s simply enchanting,’’ he said—
Dropping below.
mean!
the words slipped to my tongne without
WeD, then, there’s the album-that’s pretty,If you’re “a lithe, vigorous,' graceful bit of hu4' What was his creed ?"
any volition of my own — “ not a rational
sure that your fingersare clean.
The poor may know.
For sister Says sometimesI daub ; but she only manity l Then what magnificent eyes!
man, perhaps; bnt suppose a madman
He had great faith In loaves of bread
says that when she’s cross.
What a sweet tremulous month ! How
should ofler to do such a thing— and he
There's her picture. You know it? It’s like her;
For hungry people, young and old
natural
and
naive
she
is !
Her
must be a madman to hope for the felibht she ain’t as good looking,of course
And hope inspired kind words he said
To him he sheltered from the oold.
voice is so low and sweet, with less felicity. The intoxicating half-sec- city— suppose I was fool enough to think
For he must feed
44 This is mb. It’s the best of ’em all. No, tell me,
that little musical ripple of a laugh
ond had scarcely fled when I found some that Mary would marry me under any
As well as pray.
you’d never have thought
How
prettily she told of the tart that powerful retribution close at hand. A circumstances ; suppose that I had wor44 What was his creed?"
That once I was little as that? It’s the only one
I cannot say.
she envied for Jamie — dear, generous muffled shriek from below was followed shiped her for years, and that she was
that could be bought—
for that was the message to pa from the photograph girl! I had ne idea that Mansfield had
by more light than we wanted. A vol- dearer than ever to me now in her devoIn
words
he
did not put his trust
man where I sat—
In faith his words he never writ;
ume of smoke came rushing up the tion to you and the boys ; and suppose
That he wouldn’t print off any more tin he first got such a daughter."
He loved to share his cup and crust
his money for that.
Groaning in spirit, I turned upon my stair-way.
that, whether she marries'me or not, she
With all mankind who needed
“Good God! my poor wife!” cried is but the one woman in the whole world
In time of need
“What? Maybe you’re tired of waiting. Why, heel No sooner had I reached my own
A friend was he.
department than I was pestered with a Mansfield,tumbling down this stifling for me.”
often she's longer than this.
44 What was his creed?”
There’s all her back hair to do up and all of her hundred remarks about Mansfield’s
crater to her relief. I caught np Jamie
“God
bless
my
soul!”
cried
MansHe told not me.
front curls to friz.
But it’s nloe to be sitting here talking Uke grown beautiful daughter. For years she had with one arm, and encircled Mary with field, leaning forward and clasping his
He put his trust in Heaven, and
people, just you and me.
lain in my heart like a pearl in its hid- the other. The boys sourried ont hands together ; “can this be possible ?
Worked ever on with hand and head
Do you think you’ll be coming hers often ? Oh, do
And what he gave in charity
ing-place, and suddenly she was dragged through the frontdoor with MacMurray, Mary, Mary, don’t speak just now. child.
But don’t come like Tom Lee.
Sweetenedhis sleep and daily bread.
about by the many stupid mouths of and we were soon in safety with some Take time to consider this noble proLet us take heed.
“Tom Lee. Her last beau. Why, my goodness! Havershaw & Co. I resolved'to speak friends upon the block below, whither
For life is brief
posal of our friend, to whom I am under
He used to be here day and night,
44 What was hta creed ?"
to Mansfieldabout it that very night. Mansfield shortly brought the insensible unlimited obligations — a man in a thousTill the folks thought he’d be her husband ; and
44 What his belief?"
Jack says that gave him a fright.
But he was not at home at liis usual form of his poor lady.
and, Mary; the tip of his finger-nail
You won’t run away, then, as he did ? for you’re not
hour, and when he did come he brought
She was not badly burned, but the worth the whole miserable bodv of such
a rich man, they say.
PITH AMD POINT.
Pa says you are poor as a church-mouse. Now, are MacMurray with him. They had been shock was fatal, and she breathed her a reptile as MacMurray. Take time,
you ? And how poor are they ?
detained, he said, at the store, and he last before morning. Mansfield, who Mary— take a week."
A cigar- lighter— The boxfrom wYich
had accepted MacMurray ’s invitation to had never left her side, gave way over
•4 Ain’t vou glad that yon met me 7 Well, lam; for
“Take a year,” I implored; and as I you took one.
I know now your hair isn’t red,
dine, as he knew the meal would be the poor rigid body, and it was fonnd went over to her, and got down on my
The best muzzle yet invented for dogs
But what there Is left of it’s mousy, and not what
over at home. MacMurray had a pretty that he had sustained severe injuries in knees beside her low chair, I trembled is the muzzle of a gun.
that naughty Jack said.
Bnt there! I must go. Sister’s coming. But I little basket in his hand, which held a rescuing her. The doctor looked grave like a man npon the scaffold. The needle
We may not possess a castle in Spain,
wish I could wait, just to see
huge cranberry tart for Jamie, and a big after the examination.
si 100k in her fingers; the mnslin fluttered
If she ran' up to you and Mseed you In the way
but we have a Cochin China.
box of bon-bons that Mary nibbled upon
that she used to kiss Lee;
“Great Heaven!” cried Mansfield, out of her hands upon the floor. “ Mary,
The side door of a bar-room is like a
for the rest of the evening. What a fool “there’s nothing serious, I hope? Mary Mary,” I begged, like the coward that I
great
many people’s prayer-books— open
a man is not to think of these things
and the children have nobody bnt me was, “ don’t take me from the sweet unA PROPOSAL FOR A HEATER.
only on Sunday.
Sugar-plums
of
that
sort;
bunches
of
now, and there isn’t a half-penny," he certainty; let me wait an eternity. In
»
If Virginia is the “ mother of statesvioletsthat he got for 10 cents upon the added, in a husky whisper, “ between the meantime,!!’!! take Jamie,” I added,
I find (hat, in spite of his fatal expericomer;
an insidious rigmarole of poetry, them and starvation. I spent my last for he was awake and whimpering. Poor men,” we suppose it’s in order to suggest
once, Mansfield still clings to his loith
in a heater, though I am sure he was with a neat binding, that he picked up doUar on that infernal heater that has Mansfield fell back npon his pillow, and, that Pennsylvania’s the “ Pa.”
A tourist, just returned from Italy,
never happier than in the old days when at a book-stand,and read with Mary burned us out of house and home, and lifting the child to my heart, I sat down
we used to gather aronnd the old-fash- close by his side the whole of the even- I’ve hesitated to insure because every- by the bedside. Suddenly two soft arms remarks that the lean on the famous
stole around my neck outside of Jamie’s. tower at Pisa is not a builder’s one.
iooed grate. Mary was young enough ing— they cost nothing, these little thing is so shaky in that way.’’
He looked aronnd upon us appealing- Mary’s warm cheek was pressed to mine.
then to throw herself down upon the rug, bribes to an already propitiousfortune,
An old maid lost a favorite cat by
“ Take us all,” she whispered—“ every
and I don’t want yon to think that be- and they go so far to further destiny. ly. Mac's face wore a sardonicsolemnideath, and she had his skin staffed for
-oanse her curly head cradled itself inno- From that night forward MacMurray ty, mingled with a contemptuous re- one of us, please.” And I did, God a pillow— a new variety of oat-erpillar.
cently against my knee once in a while was one of us; and you may imagine how proach, and he remained silent; but I helping me.
At a recent Indiana wedding, in a
Mansfield began miraculouslyto mend
that I was old enough to be her grand- bitterly hard it was for me, who had stammered out something to the effect
crowded
church, the bride had to remain
father; my love for her increased with for years listened to Mansfield’sinter- that everybody had lost confidence inin- from that moment, and took the head of seated during the ceremony. There was
the years that went by, bnt I can’t re- minable stories, smoked his rank to- Hurance of late, and, lingering behind his department in lees than a year. One standing groom only.
member when it wasn’t almost strong bacco, breathed- the hot air in his when Mac and I were about leaving for of the boys is in the counting-roomalThe English language is inadequate
enough for me to die for her. But her basement, lent a lenient ear to the mel- the night, I bent over Mansfield, and ready, and another one will be among
to express the forlorn feelings of the boy
ancholy
whining
of
his
invalid
wife,
told
him
to
give
all
his
energies
to
getthe
goods
as
soon
as
he
can
leave
school
father inherited a little money, and
who thinks he has stolen a dime-novel
Italy’s mother persuadedhim to fur- tipped his boys with countless bits of ting well, that while I had a dollar it Mary and I will never have a child dearer
silver, and even pnt my name to a couple should be shared with him and Mary and to us than little Jamie. Everything and finds it to be a cook-book.
nish up their sung little two-story house
of moderate liabilities in behalf of the the children.
“ Would you like to have some candy,
prospers with us, and the only thing that
in Twelfth street; and what with velvet
household,
all for the sake of that dear
grandma?”
“Yes, my boy; where is
troubles
us
just
now
is
how
to
properly
carpets upon the floors, laoe finery at
“ God bless you, Bru 3e !” said the sufthe windows, fine pictures upon the face, to have MacMurray come in and fering man— “God in heaven blessyou !’’ heat the house we are building up in it?” “Why, if vou will buv me 10
gloat npon it night after night, to see
; walls, and new furniture throughout,
Two big tears rolled down bis fevered Westchester county. What I wanted to cents’ worth, I will give you half.”
the
faint
color
deepen
in
the
cheek,
and
the dear old grate was at last put aside,
The ordinarv idea of hell is a place of
cheeks, and I caught just one sweet, fer- say was, that if anybody knows of a
«nd a brand-new patent heater was in- a tender light take birth in her eyes, vid glance from Mary’s tear-dimmed and heater that will do the business thor- intense heat; the Hottentot’s, a place of
oughly without exploding, I’d like to extreme cold; the Boston man’s a place A
Aroduced into the front basement, which and at last to have this marauder openly hollow eyes.
was warrantedto heat all the parlor proclaim to me. his undivided interest
“ Here’s a nice look-out,”began Mac, communicatewith him.— J/arper' a Mag- where there are no codfish and beans.
floor. When all was done, we fonnd the in that fair estate npon which I hod as we walked along; “a hopeful future azine for April.
“ Come, don’t be timid," said a couple
Toons too expensive for every-day wear, been afraid to trespass even in thought. for me, isn’t it ?”
of foolish snobs to two mechanics; “ sit
But the future was comfortably vague.
Stingy Men.
and a sort of hankering after the bit of
“Why, you’ve got your wish about
down and make yourselves our equals."
Mary
was the oomer-stone of the home her poor mother,” I said, rather savageAre that shone through the little winI despise a stingy man. I don’t see “ We’d have to blow our brains out to
dows of the big black monster in the masonry, and without her it would ly, “ and Mansfield is likely to soon fol- how it is possiblefor a man to die worth do that,” was the reply.
front basement,together with the fa- crumble to pieoes. Her mother was a low his wife. You most be patient, you fifty millionsof dollars, or ten millions
No wonder the girls are always ready
miliar look of everythingthere, led ps helpless invalid, three of the boys were know.”
of dollars, in a city full of want, when he to tread the uncertain path of matrito make the room onr home; bnt there of an unruly age, and little Jamie was
“I suppose,”he said, inquiringly, meets almost every day the withered mony. Mrs. Dennison has made enough
was no rug for a lounging place for like a baby of Mary’s own.
“ the relatives, in that case, would come hand of beggary and the white lips of money out of “ That Husband of Mine ”
MacMurray complained unceasingly
Mary, who had suddenly, somehow,
famine. How a man can withstand all to buy a brick house with two bay winforward and take the boys ?”
to
me, who would nave been glad to
wrown out of lounging, and, indeed, be“What relatives?” I replied. “I that, and hold in the clutch of his hand dows.
fore I could fully realize the extent of shoulder the whole household for the
twenty or thirty millions of dollars, is
never
heard of any."
A base, ignoble brute says that when
such a calamity, she was engaged to be sake of its womanly prop.
“Why,
good
heavens!
Bruce,”
said past my comprehension. I do not see
he
sees a woman neither fat nor fair, but
“She
actually
talks,”
said
Macmarried to a young fellow in our notion
the wretched lover, “ a man can’t be ex- how he can do it. I should not think he
departmentby the name of MacMurray. Murray, who had, singularlyenough, pected to marry all those boys with could do it any more than he conld keep 40, with a cardinal red plume on her
hat, it suggests to him a life-and-death
. "We were all employed in the old joo- chosen me for a confidant, “as if Mary?”
a pile of lumber when hundreds and
straggle between nature and art, witli
this
abominable
state
of
affairs
was
bing- house down town, and MacMurray
thousands were drowning in the sea. I
“It
seems
hard,” I rejoined.“You
art on top by a small majority.
to
go
on
forever.
I
wish
it
would
foil in love with her that day she came
should not think he could do it. Do you
might pnt them in an orphan asylum.”
Wilkins, of the Whitehall Times,
to the store. In fact, she was the cynosure please God to either rid her mother
MacMurray began actually to muse know I have known men who would says the proudest day in a woman’s life
for many a clerkly eye, and, as I saw of her infirmities or take her where such
trust their wives with their hearts and
some score of them boldly taking an in- troubles are over; as for the boys, they over this idea, and declared he would be their honor, but not with their pocket- is her first Bonday. —Danfeuri/ News.
willing to give something toward their
ventory of her charms, I went over to are a set of savages.”
books— not with a dollar. When I see a In case of twins, wouldn’t her first
“ Except Jamie ?” I said, a little anx- support by a charitable institutionof
Mansfield, with the blood getting hot in
man of that kind I always think he Two’s day be the proudest 1—St. John's
my veins. He was only second man in iously, for I knew Mary’s heart was set this sort
knows which of these articlesis the most Torch. Pro-bub-ly.— Whitehall Times.
Whether he made known this liberality
the white goods, and, as the head of the npon the child.
valuable. Think of making your wife a But if she has triplets,it is a Sadder
“I except nobody bnt Mary herself,” of intention to Mary, or that she was
departmentwas away, he was trolling
beggar ! Think of her having to ask you fay.— BurlingtonHawk-Eye.
prompted by some other feeling, there
one of his customers upon the hook he returned. “ I’m sick to death of them
Snipkins refused to get his wife a new
every day for a dollar or for two dollars,
of a fall in domestics. It was a big all. I don’t suppose you’ll believe it, came a note to MacMurray shortly after, or for fifty cents! “ What did you do hat, and soon after his little girl came
Western trader, and Mansfield had for- Bruce, bnt I swear to you that this releasinghim from his engagement,and with that dollar I gave you last week ? ’’ in and said: “Mamma, won’t yon buy
gotten he owned such a winsome kit of woman, who is my promised wife, I have a declaration on Mary’s part that her Think of having a wife that is afraid of me a monkey to play with when you go
future was indissolubly linked with her
propaity as Mary. He waved me away never yet held in my arms, nor have her
you ! What kind of childrendo you ex- down town?” “No, darling, wait till
sweet lips been given to my own. She’s father and the boys, and that she could
impatiently.
pect to have with a beggar and a coward you are older, and then many one as I
shy and a little oold, and we never can not reasonably expect nor had she any
44 1 wouldn’t leave Aim,” said Mansfor their mother ? Oh, I tell you, if you did,” replied the grief-strickenwife,
inclination to many under these circumfield, with a significant gesture to the be one minute alone.”
have got bnt a dollar in the world, and with her tears bursting forth afresh.
“Mansfield is an Englishman, yon stances.
Western merchant, “for a quarter of a
you have got to spend it, spend it like a
Little Mary P.’s father had gone to
It was a noble letter, and stirred Mac' fleoond. I’ll tell yon what, Bruce,” he know," I said, “and is prejudiced
king ; spend it as though it were a dry Europe. During his absence she prayed
added, “ if you’re not busy, I wish you’d against onr American customs.” And Murray ’s passion to the dregs. I trem- leaf, and you the owner of unbounded continuallyfor him that God would take
take Mary down to MacMurray. I as I spoke I felt a glad, warm, consoling bled when I saw him run his bands forests ! That’s the way to spend it. I care of him and bless him. On his repromised her a look at some gimcracks pulsationthrough my whole body, and through his hair distractedly, and heard had rather be a beggar and spend my turn she ceased praying for him. “Why
there. Tell him to let Mary have what the thought that my little pearl as yet him declare that he’d do anything rather last dollar like a king, than be a king don’t you pray for father now ?” asked
belonged to, nobody, even in a caress, than give her up.
she wants, and charge it to me.”
and spend my money like a beggar. If her mother. “ We have got him at home
How MacMurray was the last man in lent a sort of exultationto my voice.
“I’ll tell you what I’ll do, Bruce,” he it’s got to go, let it go ! Get the best you now, and can take care of him ourBnt MacMurray went on to solicit my said ; “I’ll offer to take Jamie— confound can for your family— try to look as well
the store I cared for Mary to Imow. I
selves.”
had no open objection to make, save help in his extremity,and begged of me the brat ! I always hated him ; he has a as you can yourself. When you used to
A young lady in one of our schools
that he was a handsome, fascinating fel- to further any opportunity that might way of getting under everybody’s feet go courting how nice you looked ! Ah,
took
“Water” as a theme for her comlow, who bore the reputation of being present itself for this dual salitude which that I’ll cure when I have the charge your eye was bright, your step was light,
position, and filled sixteen pages with
awooessful in winning the regard of he naturally coveted.
of him ; but I’ll take the little cub for and you iust pnt on the very best look
women. I reluctantly led Mary down Only one little week after, we Sat, as the sake of getting Mary. A man will you coula. Do you know that it is in- what she knew about it. And yet you
might walk into almost any crowd around
the metal-clad stairs, followed by the usual, aronnd the blazing heater. It do most anything for a woman that he sufferable egotism in you to suppose that
a dog fight, and pick ont men by their
hungry gaze of my fellow-laborers, some was a freezing night in March; the wind loves, Brace. But that’s the extent of a woman is going to love you always
noses, who conld exhaust their informaof whom made pretenses to follow ns, roared down the big, broad stove-pipe; my offer— that’s all Fm willing to do.”
looking as bad as you can ! Think of it ! tion on the subject without using over
the
flames
went
wantoning
up
to
meet
it:
but were deterred by my unusnal seI told him it was nobly generous on Any woman on earth will be true to you
sixteen vioTd&.— Breakfast Table.
verity of mien and manner; and I was the" sides of the heater sputtered and his part, but it seemed that Mary disa- forever when you do your level best—
jEorry to see that, Mary’s modesty taking cracked,and took a sullen red tinge in greed with me. She not only refused It. O. Ingersoll.
The Londonderry Journal gives the
file at all this open acuniiation, her very unison with this fiery riot, and, in the his offer, but declined to have any furfollowing instanceof a pulpit bull: “ A
vocation was making her all the hand- meantime, while Mansfield went on with ther negotiationin the matter.
Spain Has Wounils.
clergyman, preaching a sermon on death,
somer with every step that she took tow- one of his stories, raking idly with a
“ And now," said Mansfield, when I
Emilio Castelar, in a late speech to the concluded with the followingobservaard MacMurray. Her long lashes swept long plaything of a poker this demon of went up to see him that night, “her Spanish Cortez, urged an increase of the tion:. ‘ But even death, my brethren, so
her cheeks, npon which an unwonted a heater, till the air fairly palpitated, whole future is blasted because of this army and a participationin the present well deserved by mankind for their sins,
flush horned; and, when she raised these and the temperature was only fit for a Quixotic idea of devotion to me and the European complications. He said that the wisdom of Providencehas, in its
lashes to look upon MacMurray,I was salamander.
children." Mansfield was bolstered up Spain had two wounds, one being at paternalkindness, put at the end of our
“ Can’t we go up in the parlors ? ” said in bed, Jamie was asleep in a crib near Gibralterand the other on the Tagus. existence,for only think what life would
not surprised that his cold, pale fqce
framed np with a sodden interest The Mac. “ If it’s ever warm there it must by that I had sent up for the little fel- Gibralter, he insisted, should, as a part be worth if death were at the begini
nest thirty or forty preciousminutes of be to-night; and I heard you say, Bruee, low’s convenience two or three days be- of Spain, belong to it. He also said ning!"
that
you
wanted
to
look
over
the
enHavershaw & Co. MacMurray used to
fore, and Mary was busily sewing. that the German and Latin races would
SCRATCH MY BACK.
most excellentadvantage,even leading gravings.”
They had only saved the garments they ultimatelyfuse, an intimation probably
The sequel to that beautiful song by
the ingenuous child tochat about her first
The sly rascal knew this was a hobby wore, and her dear face already had that of his expectation of future aid from Bis- Eugene Field, “ Grease the Gnddle,
luncheon in a restaurant that morning, of Mansfield’s, and, while we were busy care-worn look that laceratestho heart marck in realizing Spanish autonomy. Birdie, Doling,” is just out. We have
and to tell him, in her sweet; womanly with the engravings,he could coax Mary loyal enough to share every pang. “ It
only room for one stanza!
A man was scared to death in Berryway, of how glad she would have been off into the front parlor. Even while cuts me to the soul,” continuedMansScratch my back, oh brown-eyedMabel,
Throw the buckwneat flour away;
to have smuggled a cranberry tart home my heart contracted with the thought, field, “to see Marv deliberatelyput ville. Mo. He was passing a graveyard
Scratch aa long as you are able;
to Jamie. “Home-made crust, you his proposition was hailed with enthusi- away, for the sake of me and the chil- at midnight, when two men sprpng from
Harder,utronger; that a the way.
Somewhat higher; littlelower;
Imow," she said to MflcMurray, “is so asm, and we proceeded to carry it ont, dren, the happiness,perhaps, of a life- behind a monument and shouted at him.
Cloeer to the shoulder-blade;
He ran home and went to bed, but was
chile rent; it’s quite impossible to make Mansfield at the head of the procession, time.”
so
nervous
that
he
could
not
sleep,
and
Ck it so nice and flaky.” All this while with a lamp in his hand, for tho hall
“ The misery, you* mean, papa," said
here was n minor key of ecstasy over above had not been lighted, the boys Mary. “ I am only too thankful to have before morning he died in convulsions. —BurlingtonHatck-Byt.
CVS arFRT

BISTER'S the beads and, ribbons and various gewgaws, which MacMurray took infinitely
more pains to exhibit than if this sale
BY BYKT HABTK.
was to determine his salary for the enMy Blst«r’ll be down In a minute, and sayt you're suing year. H’s slender white hands
. to wait. If you pleaae,
And «ay* I might etay till the came, if I’d promise flitted from one bauble to another,and
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scrambling after their father, Mary and
Mae following,and I bringing np the
rear. The poor invalid lady was the only
one left In the basement. No sooner
had we reached the parlor door, and
Mansfield had opened it, than a cold
blast whipped ont the light that he held,
and suddenly we were in total darkness.
I began to grope my way, as folks will
in this emergency, and immediately my
extended hands came in contact with
other hands, so soft and warm and
fall of an electricmagnetism that it
thrilled through my every vein; and all at
once my two hands had drawn those
other two hands, and the body that belonged to them, close to my side. A
fine, silken fluff of hair touched my
chin. I was past helping then; my head
bent instinctively down, and, as my lips
touched hers, I inwardly vowed to take
without a murmur whatever poor penalty could be meted ont for this match-
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SEW ASD CURIOUS

1STESTI0SS.

criminal goes to the scaffold barefooted, drops

make

make a

a spoon; 100 spoons

dad in a long shirt and having the head quart; 100 quarts make a cask.
Am important invention is announced covered with a black veil
Measures of weight— 100 seeds make
to have been made by Joseph Albert,
a corn; 100 corns make a nut; 100 nute
the Munich photographer. By combining
make a bipound or bip; 100 bips make a
THE KEELEY MOTOR.

ton.

the ordinary photographic process with
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A MONTH— AGENTS WANTED-W fc*
that pertaining to a peculiar
MlUacaitlclM In the world ooMamphiAee
A good deal is being said about the
the Inventor a Fraud.
press of his own invention, he is said to
Address JAY BRONSON. Detroit,Mieh.
motto on the new silver dollar— “In
P«ret.,
an
MlUn*
Retailprice
have produced images of objects with
The report of Mr. J. B. Knight, Seo
God we Trust” Griggins says, only
A day eaa^nadi^^pOTt^^SedaFoodthe finest shades of their natural color. retary of the Franklin Institute of Phillet him get his claws on the dollar, and
A new sewing-machinemotor, cheap adelphia (says a journal of that city), he won’t worry much about the “trust;”
and simple, consists of a tubular boiler who has been foi several months en- he can shell out the cash as he goes FOOT
your
Jeweler f>.r them
vJUwrvroaM AsK
A*k
5r"u^ •,<’welBrf"r -them.
eighteen inches high, inoased in cabinet
Agency— 8 Cortlandtbt, M.Tf.
along.— CVncinnofi Breakfast Table.
work, through which steam is engenRemarkable Succew.
«
dered l»y a small parlor lamp being takes ground which, «
Ao.
The buoccbs of the leading literary paper of
placed underneath it. The appara- very damaging to Mr. Keeley and his
ra
the West, The Chicago Ledger, ia truly remotor.
The
examination
was
made
on
tus which connects it with the sewingmarkable.Since its introductionto the readSEND US
machine is very siihple, and consists of the invitation of the alleged inventor, to ing public, aix yeara ago, The Ledger has
YOUR ADDRK8H AND
- AND
only three pieces. It takes only a few the end, as he said, that the conclusions steadilyadvanced in favor, and is now acWK WILL
minutes to get up steam, and the speed of the engineer might be published to knowledged second to no paper of the kind in
MAIL YOU
the country. Its circulationis national, and
IU.uPiSWA)?
®
wTu
afford' you
determine
whether
his
Claims
are
just
or
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motor
and
consistent
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preaent
hard
timea.
That
in appearance resembles a little parlor
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all pertainingto it. His report is long they have sncoeedoa,and well, too, the thoustove incased in cabinet work.
Agents sellingour Cbromco.
sauda
of
readera
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The
Ledger
scattered
from
Crayon*.Picture and ChroA German has recently patented an and apparently conclusive. The sub- Maine to Texas and from Oregon to Florida CONHUM PTION and all dUeamof the LanffS and
mo Cards. 26 sample*
stance of it is that the gauge graduated
worth,
Tkront . Try it and b« convinced. Price. One Dollar
will bear testimony.The Chicago Ledger is a
apparatus designed to lessen the strain
for.
per bottle at DrucgUta',or aent by the Proprietoron rettord»iT Sofw,
upon a horse, particularlyat starting, to register 12,000 pounds has been so large forty-eightcolumn weekly paper, which ceipt of price. A pamphlet contaluinstamable advice Catalogue free. J. If. HIT
CoMNiitniillvrs,
many certlficateaof actual Bouton. (Katabllahi'd 1S90.1
of a loaded vehicle. The traces are altered as to make a small pressure indi- contains stories both complete and continued, to
and full direction* for urine, with each bottle, or
cate a very large one; that the movement in each number, written ny the best authors CURES,
tent fret to any addroaa. OsiCAlC (L IWOtiKM, IN
fastenedto an iron rod running through
of the engine was not caused by the of the day, and a groat variety of information Cortlnmlt htre©t« New York.
the center of a cylinder containingsevinteresting to every one. The aubscription price
motor at all, but by compressed air which of The Ledger ia only $1.60 per year, postage rv h | CENTS wfH secure for 3 Months,
eral ring of gutta percha. When the
•» trial,
had been stored in a twelve-gallon paid, and it is equal in every particular to other 1
horse exerts himself the strain first
sphere. This was not easily observed, papers of the same characterwhich sell for $3
tv deu a^AMt frias at CentennialExporitloo far
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ever
made. As our blue strip trade-markI* cloeelr
cocks and pipes, and Mr. Keeley conDepartment, having made experiments,
their address to The Lkdger, Chicago. 111.
uiitated on Inferiorgood*, see that Jiukton'tBmt is
8PI,:knded
stantly drew the observer’s attention to
"n e very plug. Bold by all dealers. Bend for aamfl*
and found that the saving of force, not
Oee, to 0. A. Jacksonk Co., Rfr** Peteraboig, Y*
other things. There were concealed
Slgna.
Address
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alone at starting but during traction,
cylinders and many other devices calcuPeople who still adhere to the look-at-yourwas at least a third, has resolved to em1)5 Clark Street, Chicago, 111.
lated to deceive. Mr. Knight’s conclu- tongne-and-feel-of-your-pulsedoctor someploy the attachment in its artilleryand
times expressnot a little cariosity in regard to
sions are that the machinp called the
LACE.
military trains.
Dr. R. V. Pierce'soriginalmethod of distin“ multiplicator,”
with its attachments, guishingall forma of ohronio disease without
OF
PATTERNS,
A French paper reports favorablyon includingthe so-called reaching device, personal consultation. Some even suppose Containing over IftO Splendid Dealgn* of the Neweat
some experiments to substitute hard- are not capable of producing the effects that ho accompliaheathis through clairvoyance, Fichu*, Collara,Cuffa, Handkerchief*.NecklAcea.TaboU, Are scarce, but the HE kind, who buy Scales of treveling agents,are plenty. J. of B. will deliverFive-Tom
Saoiup.,™«.
ened glass for type metal. It is stated claimed, and their enormous strength is or aonie other species of professional jugelery.
Wagon Scales, freight paid, for $60- No money asked
260 IlluatrnUona,
60 centa, poet-free.How to work
that the type-founders’molds and ma- entirely unnecessaryin sustaining the All this is utterly false. He claims to deter- C>«wel,
How to work F.mbroldery,How to acquire the till tested. Send for free Prioe-LUt.JONES Off
chinery can in general be used without pressure to which they are subjected, mine disease by the rational methods of science Art of Poonah Painting,23 cant* each. Just received BINGHAMTON, Binghamton,N. Y.
onlv. Bays Comley, in his Biographical En- h laign line of pure I.iuon and bilk Braids, bend for
further change. The new types, made but are rather calculated to astonish and cyclopedia of Now York Btat&speaking of this Kamphffl and Price-Iiata. ___
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HUNT'S
of glass, preserve their cleanlinessal- mislead those who witness his experi- distinguishedphysician: “ He perceivedthat Mute. Gurney * Go., Til Browdwny. N. Y.
most indefinitely; they arc said to wear ments; that tlie extreme high pressure in each of the natural sciences the investigator
better than metal, and they can be cast claimed was not produced, the pressure proceedsaccordingto a system of signs. The
with a sharpness of line that will print probably in no case exceeding 500 geologist in his cabinet accurately determines
_____ ineye* Bladder and JrlBHrjr Orand describes the cleft of rock, which he has
leans. Hunt's Kerned jr I* purely vegetable and
more distinctly than is possible with the pounds per square inch, and that the never seen, from the minute specimen on his
[preparedexpressly fur the above alseatcs. D has
old type. There will be also the advan- readings of the gauges and weighted table. And the chemist in his laboratory notes
cured thousands. Evsry bottlewarranted.Send to W.
E. Clarke, Providence, R.I., for illustrated
pamphlet
tage of an absence of half-defacedlet- lever apparatus were incorrect; that the the constituents of the sun with the same preI? your ^uah^oiTUiav^t^^i^'Jraerij^yaJ^
cision that he analyzesa crystalof rock salt.
ters, since it is a peculiarity of the har 1- so-called vacuum was not produced by
The analogous system developed by Dr. Pierce
ened glass that as soon as it is broken at the condensation or absorption of the in Medical Scienceis worthy of his genius, and
all it crumbles altogether.But, as alleged vapor, but by mechanical mean*, has made his name justly colobrated." For a
Between two and three thousand newspaper* In the
transparency will not be required in such as a previously- exhausted chamber, full explanationof this ingenious system of United State* are printed upon what Is known aa the
glass used for this purpose, it is be- or its equivalents;that the substance diagnosis,see the Peoples Common Sense OMiporatlre plan. Nearly 40 per cent of all the weeklies
adopt this method. It make* a better paper at a lower
lieved that a toughness, extraordinary used and claimed by Mr. Keeley to be MedicalAdviser, sent, post-paid,to any ad- coet, and Is specially suited for the requirement*of nadress on receipt of one dollar and fifty cents.
In small town* and vllla«ee.The system malntuns
even for the hardened glpss, can be se- a new vapor of his own discovery is Address the author,R. V. Pierce, M. D., Buf- per*
a competitionwith the home-printedcountryjoumali to
such
an extent that none but those firmly established
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are able to atand beside It, end In the matter of adventsWnrcrooms,18 East 14lh 81.*
Glad Tidings to Rheumatic Sufferers!
An Iowa deaf mute has invented a previously compressed and stored up in
inft it offerscironlation at a price with which the grett
tEatabllabed 1834.) NEW YORK.
The great internal remedy of Dr. Herndon weeklies are unable too unpete. The matterhas beooii*
novel fire-escape.It is a cap or turban the various hollow spheres and other
of vital Importance,and the New York Timti, a journal fY*PrloedW—» onablde Tdrnr.p
to be placed on the head and fastened chambers of the apparatus in the inter- the Gypsey’s Gift, but lately introducedin Chi- having a great name, haa commenced upon U A vigorous
cago, is all that is claimed for it, a true specific crustde. In it* Issues of March 4th, llth and 19th thert
securely under the chin. It contains vals between the experiments. Charles for rheumatism, acting through the blood, and appeared long libelous articles.Every statement contained in them reflecting discredit npon the Co-operative
UarivalUdU Ike
enough material to form a small balloon, M. Cresson, M. D., on the request of prompt and certain in its curative power. One
/x_ *
system is untrue. The underalgned have furnlanedthe
TolUtamIth« Gaik.
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answers to the charsetof the Time* are complete,and
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hesitate to do so in speaking of Dooley's Yeast cannot be refuted.They will be mailed to any applicant.
expand it In the case of danger, it is
B. T. A*
The Matrimonial Lottery.
Powder, which an experienceof over ten years The only reasonfor the attackwhich we knew of is to be
Poor k** l--iWrw4adjusted firmly on the head, and the
’
convinces us is the best and most reliable found in the fact that we have Inaugurateda system of
wearer then jumps boldly from the winA young stranger called on Dr. Mcadvertising which glvu an advertiser four times as much •ekd* The VTlfCRT TOILET MAP In Ibu M'-HA..
baking powder in the market.
circulation
for a dollar aa Is afforded by the columns Of
0%tf tit t'ttrtS wwlaW# oilt e#«J7« tU »•»»/««*'*dow of the burning building;the air in- C
one evening, while be was a pasthe Tlmr*. Circulars, with full particulars, free by mail
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stantly rushes into the turban, swells it tor in New York city, to engage his
We are skeptics to a greater or less
Ban sis keg, coeUialMI cekst ef « ees. tack,srat »* to *ej **
grass <m rvetirt of IsTvnU. ASdriwi
into a balloon, and, buoyed by it, the services in the performanceof a nuptial extent, nut when we have the troth before us
how can we but believe?
wearer comes down so gently as to strike ceremony.
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It is claimed Dr. Graves’ HEART REGUthe ground with little force. The in“ I wish to make a bargain with yon.
LATOR will cure Heart Disease in all its forms.
General Agents,
ventor claims that with it he can jump doctor,” said the young man. “ I think
F. E. Ranger, of Wilton, Me., says
safely from a fourth-story window; but, the girl I am to marry will make a first" A few week* afo I sent for a bottleof Dr. GraTee'
REGULATOR. It bae helped me more then
to make certain of it, and to impart con- rate wife. if you will wait a year for HEART
I expected. I considerit a greet cure for heert disease.
fidence to the jumper, there is a pair of your fee, and she turns out as I think I incloee, you will find, one dollar, for which you will
plMee aend me another bottle and obj^fe^ ^ ^ ^ n
mi *
at.
huge padded shoes to be fastened on she will, I’ll give you $50.”
If
you
don’t
believe
this
write
to
him
and
see
the feet so as to blunt the concussion.
They agreed, the young couple were
41
N. Y.
married, and the incident passed from for yourself.
Goods and PrtMi
r tanDont fall
foil to
to cumins
exam
Among the many forms of Heart Disease are
A curiously simple and ingenious levSlock New and Bought lor
the doctor’s mind. At the end of a Palpitation,Enlargement, Bpasms of the
te to Cash Buyer*.
eling instrument has been invented by a
year, at the same time in the evening, Heart, Stoppage of the Action of the Heart,
Dresden engineer. Two glass tubes,
Bronchitis, General Debility
the young man called again. The doc- Trembling all over and about the Heart, Ossifistanding upright on feet and open above
cation or Bony Formation of the Heart, Rheutor did not recognize him at first.
CAUTION!
and below are connected at tne bottom
matism, General Debility and Sinking of the
“ Do you not remember the bargain
Spirits.
with an India-rubber tube of any deHypophosphltei-Fellowt'
Compound
we made when you married me a year
Send your name to F. E. Inoalls, Concord,
Syrup 0( Hjrpophoiphitei.
sired length. If water, therefore,is
oohpouid of
N. H., for a pamphlet conUininga list of tesago?”
poured into one of these tubes, it will
As this preparationIs entirely diftimonials of cures, etc. The HEART REGU“ Oh yes,” replied the doctor.
ferent In IU combination end effeoU
from ell other remedies oalledHypo“Well,” said the young man, “she is LATOR is for sale by druggisto at 60 centa
printing The Machine Pronounced
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BABBITT’S TOILET SOAP.
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FOSTER,

:

m

PARK ROW,

CONSUMPTION,

whboa*

iey stand. When the ground
be levelled, the tubes are simply
set up at convenient distances and stakes
put in the ground so as to reach the
height of the water level; the more uneven the ground is the higher must the
tubes be, though the inconvenience arising from this may be alleviated in a
measure by the use of temporary supporte. The peculiar advantage of this
instrument is that leveling may be performed with it even around comers.
is to

twice as good as I thought she was.
There’s $100 for you.”
Exactly the opposite of this is the
following

and $1 per bottle. ____
[

_

phosphites,the public ere cautioned
that the genuinehaa the name of
FtUatrt & Co. blown on the bolt!*. The aignatureof the
inventor, James I. Fellows, is writtenwith red Ink across
each label,end on the yellow wrapper In water mark,
which la seen by boldingthe paper before the light

_____
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CHEW
The Celebrated

“Matchless"
Wood Tag Plug

:

A clergyman in one

of the Hudson
Tobacco.
The Pioneer Tobacco Company,
river towns nnited a German couple in
New York, Boston, and Chicago.
marriage. When the knot was tied, the
is adapted for dlseasee which are produced by loss ol
nervous power end consequentmuscular relaxation, vix.
bridegroom said, “ Dominie, I’ve got no
Mothers ! Mothers ! Mothers ! Don’t
ConsumuUon,Bronchitis, Asthma, Whooping Cough,
monish, but I’ll send you von leetle pig. ” f ail to procure Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup Aphonia, Cough, Nervousness,Mental Deoreaslon,Neuralgia.
EpilepticFita, St. Vitua' Dance. Nervous DebilIt was done, and the* circumstance was t..r all diseases incident to the period of teethity, Chronic Diarrhea, Leuoorrhosa, Fever ard Ague,
forgotten by the clergyman. Two years ing in children. It relieves the child from pain, Marasmus. Dyspepsia.DrptheretlcProstration Disease*
cures wind colic, regulatesthe bowels,and, by produced by Overtaxingthe Mind, by Grief or Anxiety,
after he met the German in another town,
giving reliefand health to the child, gives rest to ny Rantd Growth, hv Chtld-BMrin*. ie *e.
for the first time since the marriage cere- the mother. It Is an old and well-tned remedy.
mony was performed.
A Mother Chopped In Pieces by Her Son.
More than three-quartersof a century
“ Dominie,” said the German, “ yon
DR
A farmer, named Emmanuel Louchard, remembers you married me, and I gave has elapsed since Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment
SANFORD’S
was invented,and it is to-day the most widely26 years of age, residing in the Depart- you von leetle pig ?”
known as well as the most valuable internal n*, t LIVER
“Yes.”
ment of Eore, a portion of ancient Norand externalremedy in the world. No family
t; /'VWCORtfOft )
“ Yell, if you’ll unmarry me, I vill should be without it a day.
mandy, in France, was arrested .in the
''tr\\CINF
month of March last, charged with hav- give you two leetle pigs.”
tyfolLY ^
It
is
said
by
reliable
persons
that
ng killed hi$ mother, who was aged 56
\i FOR DISEASES OFSheridan’s Cavalry ConditionPowders, fed sparThe Metric System.
years, and having chopped her body in
LIVER
j
ingly to laying hens, will increaso the quantityof
pieces with an instroment known as a
CongressmanStephens haa introduced eggs two-fold. Try it. It won’t cost much.
tfcbOWELS
hedging-bill,or cutting-hook. He has in the House a bill to promote the
TO CONSUMPTIVES.
recently been convictedof the crime. general use of the metric system. It
Her remains were discoveredby a neigh- authorizesthe use of a metric system, The advertiser,having been permanently cured of
that dread disease, Consumption, by a simple remedy, Is
bor, concealed in an old marl-pit. The and the continueduse of any system
anxiousto make known to bis fellow -sufferer*the means
head had been severed from the body, now permitted by law is not prohibited, of cure. To aU who desire it, be will send a copy of the
and was crushed in and shapeless. The the true intent and meaning of the act prescriptionused (free of 4>harge), with the directions
face, which was much mutilated,was no being not to enforce any particular sys- for preparingand using the tame, which they will find a
bure Cure for ConsumptionAsthma, Bronchitis,
longer recognizable,and it was by the tem, but to provide for public conven- do.
Partlo*wishingthe prescription
will please address
hair alone that the identity of the poor ience by adaptation to its circumstances
Rev. EDWARD A. WILSON.
194 Penn Street, WilUamsburgh,
N. Y.
victim was established. Both arms and and exigencies. The following are the
legs had been cat off In the house of metric tables, as prepared by the bill :
The Greatest Discoveryof the Ace is Dr.
the accused spots of blood were found on . Measures of length— 100 hairs make a Tobias’ celebratedVenetian Liniment ’ 30 years before
MEXICAN MUSTANG UNIMEAT.
the floor, the walls, the furniture,the nail; 100 nails make a metre; 1,000 the public, and warranted to cure Diarrhea,Dysentery,
Colic and Spaams, taken internally; and Croup, Chronic
mattress, the sheet, and, finally, U) on metres make a kite.
Rheumatism,Sore Throat*, Cuts, Bruises, Old Sore*,
the wooden shoes and the wheelbiurow
Measures of surface— 10,000 square end Pains In the limbs, Back and Chest, externally.
of the accused,upon the latter of which metres make a great acre.
It baa never felled. No family will ever be without ii
Koxabluhzd 35 Team. Always oaree. Always
he had conveyed the mangled remains
Measures of bulk and capacity— 100 after once giving It s fair trial. Price, 40 centa. DR. ready. Alway* handy. He* never yet failed. Thirty
TORUS' VENETIAN HOB£E LINIMENT.In Pint
mUlioru Aaee Ueltd it. The whole world approve*
to the marl-pit. Fragments of calcined
Bottles, at One Dollar, Is warranted superior to any
the glorious old Ma*Ung-4he Beet and Cheapest
Killing Cockroaches by Electricity.
bones were discovered in the fire-plaoe,
other, or NO PAY, for the cure of Colio. Cute, Bruises,
in existence. 86 cents a bottle. The
and there was found in the ashes of the
They tell tne following story of Edi- Old Sores, etc. Sold by all Druggist*. Depot— 10 Park liniment
Mustang Liniment cures when nothing else wUL
oven a half-consumed bag, such as farm- son, the electrician,in Boston :
Place, New York.
BOLD BY ALL MKDIOOT VENDERS
ers ordinarily employ for their grain, on
“ The telegraph office was greatly inWar of 1812.— Soldiers and Widows Penwhich was marked a bloody and oval fested with cockroaches.Mr. Edison sioned for 14 days' service. Write COL. L. BINGHAM
k
GO., Attorneye,Washington, D. O.
outline that oorrespondedwith the di- tacked several zinc strips to the walls,
mensions of the face of the victim.
at intervals of an eighth of an inch, and
A package
A large number of witnesses were applied the positiveand negative poles
of the prettiest pictsummoned at the trial, and the proof of of a battery alternatelyto the strips.
ures you ever aew— Flower*,Fruit, Landscape*,Autumn
his guilt being conclusive, the following He next smeared the walls above the
SOURCE of great anxiety.
Leaves,Birds, Animals, Children,BeautifulIndies,etc.
Bowou.Masc,Juna AHA
sentence has been rendered ;
strips with molasses. The vermin came
Pottery. Vases, Scrap-Books,etc.,and a
[ours, a linage Ulus111
“ Louchard having been found by the up, and, as they stepped from strip to
Charming Stories
Humorous
Selection*,
Poetry, Puzzle*
.. writers,
.......
....
....
..... JL Poetry,
jury guilty, with no extenuatingcircum- strip, they ‘ closed the circuit,’ received able
the young folk*,etc., all sent vux to every reader of this
stances,is condemned to suffer the penalty the electric shock and dropped dead by
expense*.
flicted for matricide.”
scores. Water pails, put at the proper
This punishment is that of death by places, received their bodies as they M-Plac
way, New York.
i*. Watches,
Vegetine it Sold by all Druggist*.
the guillotine, with the addition that the
Silverware, eta, for
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_ _______
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the article
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endowed by the phosphate
phoeph
property
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SANDAL-WOOD.
Apodttv* remedy
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Bladder and Urtaarff Qfffnot also, good k
Dropsical Complaint*. Bffw*r|ii'ndiiaanl;kMi
is

certain

all
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Ittmas’

Administrator's Sale.
In the matter of the estate of Frank Amler.
Notice la hereby given that I shall sell ut Public
Anctlon, to the highest bidder,on Tuesday

Bam.

Import ance^of Haring Good

FRANK

proper care and stabling of domestic ani-

mals are of more importanceto their
health and thrift than a large number of
farmers seem practically to admit
and spring, storms of

snow, and

sleet

rain,

prudent farmer should leave s« important

and

reliable domestic animals as horses

exposed to such storms during

cattle

either day or night. Il is greatly against

one to do so. Much cantributors. • The subjectstr ated of are verv
has been said and written that stock does varied. 1 he Illustrationsare profuse and they are
the Interest of any

all beautiful Short

better to roam at large over the farm; but

to our entire satisfactionthat

u practice

such

ruinous in the extreme to the

is

who would make
one. We are
any kind will com

interestsof any farmer

same

of

almost double the quantityof feed

fed in good, dry, comfortable

if

stables. This

advantages. And then,

its

enough for

is in itself proof
in

connection

f

cotjo-h'

farm,

ruining the hope of next year’s grass, ns
tramping over the pasture-fields by a big

FRANK

j

winter, and much of the made

rapid strides as the rival of many aspirants
to public favor. Its contributors are some of the
time when it is very wet and muddy, al- best living writers. Every departmentof literature t* representated
In its columna. The amount
most ruins good grass land. There is not of Instruction, entertainmentaud amusement afa word that can be said to favor out-door forded by the articles, essays, stories,aud general
miscellanycontainedIn the 1*8 quarto pages of
feeding. Feed under shelter. This is the each number of this publication has been well appreciated.Every copy of the "Poplar Monthly”
way to secure good profits for your trouble, is embellished with over 100 beautifulillustrations.
since every farmer has mora or less stock Being the cheapestperiodical of the kind in existence, and at the same time one of the most select
to feed during the winter months. If a and universally we come, it must contmue to Increase in public favor,and rank with the publishstock-burn is properly constructed,well cr's Sunday Magazine— the highest among all our
lighted, dry, comfortable, and thoroughly American monthlies. It I* published on the !5th
of each month. Price, 25 cents a number; Subventilated, animals of all kinds will en- scription,$3, post paid, per year. Address yonr
orders to Frank Leslie, 537 Pearl Street,New York.
lot of

stock

all

dure confinement cheerfully, with no de-

FRANK LESLIE'S SUNDAY MAGAZINE

sire to be out-doors.

*

»

Vegetable

will

of this

supply the place of several other un-

sightly structures,

M7

kind

which occupy space

to what could be termed a good system of

feeding.

It is

argued that

it is too

Under

expen-

sive to erect big barns for feeding all the

this

head we

offer

Compound

a variety of

goods cheaper and better than ever was

3DR/1T

Pulmonary Complaints, Croup, WhoopCough, Tickling of the Throat,
Asthma. Coughs, and all Affections where
an Expectorantis needed. Endorsed by
the clergy and medicalfaculty. 7

JOKS8TON&

demonstratethat it is true economy

them.

to

Chemists & Druggists,

J.

to

the

Scientific

worm:

worm has entered
the fruit and accomplished its damage,
the time arrives when it has to leave the
‘'Afterthe

County of Ottawa, ss.
At a session of the Probate Court of the County
of Ottawa, holdcn at the Probate Office, in the
City of Grand Haven, in said County, on Wednesday the twentieth day of March, in the year one

and eight hundred and

fruit with its

sting. The

insect, being

two-brooded in this climate at least,

if

not diiturbed, has an aggregating force to

do mischief the second time.

The

pro-

geny for the succeeding year have alone
to

depend

on

the security of this second

generation of larva.
be

found in

winter,

my

As

they may often

bark of apple trees during

plau of destruction is, about

In

the

af-

said Peti
tion and that the heirs at law of the said deceased,
and all other persons interested in said estate,artrequired to appear at a session of said Court, tbeu
to be holdett at the Probate Office, in Grand Haven, in said County, and show cause, If any there
he, why the prayer of the petitioner should not be
granted: And it Is further ordered, that said petitioner give notice to the personsInterested in said
estate,of the pendencyof said petition and the
hearing thereof, by causing a copy of this order to
be published In the "Holland City News,” a
newspaperprinted and circulated in said County
of Ottawa,for three successive weeks previous to
said day of
'
A true copy, (Artest.)SAMUEL L. TATE.
Judge of Probate.

hearing.

to

four inches

wide. Each week

I look

Call

A

over

have

all

stroying

many of

the apple

as it fails, thereby de-

the curculio as well as

worms.

large

to

capture the

All kinds of

Ready Made

A complete stock

eluding Fine White Shirts, from 85c to
$1.75; Sailors’Blue Flannel,Hickory

and

to

lot

of

1877.

Sultan Linen Collar

a call

and see our

Goods.
J.

Holland, May

26,

W.

BOSMAN.

1876.

42-ly

CLARE

Sc

GOODRICK,

Proprieton. ^

and CAPS.

Havin
'Ingrented the machine shop and power, owned
by W m. H. Detning, of this place, we are
preparedto repair all kinds of

Hachintry, Stationary and PortaHe Enginor

have just received from

New

Y’ork,

SHAFTING,

ETC.,

Kaking Hn Work, Sav Arlors, Shafting,

PULLEYS, ETC,

Cheap Cash Store of
patting In Steam heating apparatus, Plpe-bnilding
for steam, j as and water, we will try and give aatisfaction to all that give us a call.

HARRINGTON.

17.

1877.

JWy

— I3ST

THEomomom

lOffLOSUWBESW
BAY on

the rarfica/cwrs(without medidne) of Spermatorrhoeaor Seminal

Weakness , Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impo
tency, Mental and Physical Incapacity,Impodi
mente to Marriage, etc, : also Consumption, Epilepsy and Fitsindncedby self-indulgence or aexual
extravagance.Ac.

of Groceries constant-

Mich.

1877.

FALL AND WINTER.

’

1877.

Millinery

§

Fancy Dry

Goods,

Orleans, Sugar .................8c.

A-

C

.............................
9c.

.....................

We

have a fine

spices, and

Cheap CaahStore of
E. J.

Regular Feeding, if not generous, is
better than food given In excess for a few
days, and then stinted, or food given

CLARK & GOODRICK.
Holland, Mich., May

10c.

And a large stock of

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,

too

ment which shows the importance of an
effectiveremedy.

Habrimton.

lot

of

coffees and

we have among our

large var-

Scaris,

Hoods, Cloaks,

Standard Trimmings, Worsted Goods, German-

iety of Teas, one that we offer for 50c per

pound that cannot

be surpassed.

Try

town Canvass, Hats, Feathers, Flowers,

it.

Also, a full assortmentof canned fruit
including Corn

FOB SALE.

mals do

not thrive unless perfectlycon- rf'HE premises owned and cccuplcd by Mr.
Thoni" Sullivan, situated on Tenth street,
tented, and never permitted to get hungry.
.

ESa“™

^

THOMAS SULLIVAN.

Holland, Mich. March

18,

1878.

‘

and Tomatoes, etc.,

Ribbons, Lace Collars, Dress Silks

Hay, Corn, Oats, Butter and Eggs, will

plentifully, bat at irregular periods. Ani-

season.

-

Great Variety.

TUG FOR SALE.

Granulated.......................... He.
etc., etc.,

cent, interest on the national debt, a state- numerous to mention,at the

kept regularly throughout the whole

o

4-6iii

beat.

New

the fruit growers

hours for feeding should be

Give us

in

neckties and collars, inclndingthe

of the United States fully equal to 5 per with a patent duplex curve,

The same

-

on band. Our stock of sugars caunot be

Extra

this pest cause i loss

Hats & Caps

BT* Price In sealed envelope, only alx cents.
The nnderelgDcd announce* to the Public that
The celebrated author, in this admirableEssay,
they have finiahedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to eupply their cu*tomerawith all kind* clearly demonstrates,from a thirty years’ successof Meata and Sausages. By promptness and fair ful practice, that the alarming consequences of
(k n n PI Is not easily earned In these times, bnt dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto self-abuse may be radicallycured withoutthe dan\ I I / It can be made In three months bv any all those who wish to favor them with part of their gerous use of internal medicineor the application
I 1 I onc of ellher sox. in any part of the
of the knife, pointing ont a mode of cure at one*countrywho la willing to work steadily
simple, certain and effectual, by means of which
at the employment that we famish. $66 per week
The stand Is one door west of G. J. HaverkateA every sufferer, no matter what fils condition ma*
Son's Hardware Store.
In yonr own town. You need not be away from
be. may cure himself cheaply, privately and raefihome over night. Yon can give your whole time
W. BUTKAU,
eally.
to the work, *r only your spare moments. We
J. VAN ZOKREN.
Tills Lecture should be in the hands of
have agents w.ho are making over $20 pen day.
Holland. July 14, 1876.
every youth and every man in the land.
All who engwe at once can make mpney fast. At
Sent under seal. In a plain envelope, to any ad
the present time money cannot be made so easily
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
and rapidly at any other business. It costs noth
post stamps.
Ine to try he business. Term- snd $5 outfit free.
Address the Publishers,
Address at once, H. Hallett A Co., Portland,
33- ly
T AM authorized to sell the Steam Tug “Gem
1 on favorable terms. Inquire of
Tht CDLVERWELl
MANLY D. HOWARD.
Holland.
Holland.
41 Ana St., Niv York; Post OfficeBox. 4686.

Shirts^io-

insect.”

Mr. Foster estimates that the ravages of

-tf

VANDERVEEN.

J.

In future I intend to Cheviots Shirts, etc., etc., also the finest

poison the rags made use of

VAN BRUGGEN.
1878.

awortmemt of Parlor FIRST WARD.

Holland, Sept. 26,

the green fruit, of every kind, carefully
picked up as soon

14,

GROCERIES.

worms secreted

off the trees. I

MS FMHIHG MODS,

ALL BINDS OF

Settingup Neiv Machinei*yf
We

and see and give us a share
of your Patronage.

r
is

BOSMAN,

D.
Holland, March

Stoves.

under tbe rags, and wherever I find them,
until the fruit

offeredvery cheap at

MERCHANT TAILOR.

MEAT MARKET KA«:

Promptly Repaired.

i

wrap around the trees, and say

the trees and destroy the

of

Tinware very Neatly and

Maine

the first of July to take woolen rags large

enough

GOODS,

fine lot

CLOTHING

BOYS’

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

E. J.

.O'—

Monday

the early part of the season, eight or day of April, next, at one o'clock
ten days; after this time the miller is ternoon, be assigned for the hearing of
ready to besiege the

And a

Attention.

a splendid stock of the latest styles of

The undersignedhas opened a hardware store in
the old sttwiuf of G. J. Haverkate, where he will
keep constantlyon hand a complete stock of General Hardware, Stoves, Glass, Nalls, Farming Im
plemenu. Carpenter’sTools and everythingelse
belongingto our Hue of business.

seventy-eight.

Present:Samuel L. Tate, Judge of Probate.
In the matter of the estate of Jan Steketee, de-

in

is again

WINTER

Probate Order.

ceased.
On reading and filing the petition,duly verified,
of Maria Steketee,praying among other things
for the probate of an Instrument in writing filed
In this court, purporting to be the last will and
fruit aud hide itself in a quiet, secure positestament of Jan Steketeedeceased, and that
tion to undergo the transition from the administrationthereof may he granted to the
person named therein, as execntrlx.Thereupon
larva to the pupa state, which requires, It is ordered, that
the Fifteenth

hatched and

Arrival

Of all kinds of

for sale at a bargain, at the

thou*

ple

A Hew

Harrington.

STATE OF MICHIGAN,

Mr. P. H. Foster sends

62-iv

Horseshoeing I give Special

HATS AND CAPS,

Farmer."

American his mode of destroying the ap-

Ninth street.

Co.

would respectfully Invite the attention of the
public to the fact that I am prepared to do all
kinds of blacksmithwork, such as wagons, buggies. sleighs, machine repairing,and all kinds of
o<ld jobs, at reasonablerates, and solicit their
patronage

HATS

Cheap Ca?h Store of

prove more
wisdom of the investment.—

The Apple Worn.

W. VERBEEK &

VAN PUTTEN,

Hardware Store

84

1878.

B1-tf

Is

Phoenix Planing Mill.

1TEW

7,

Ottawa or Allegan Countiesin exchange for
real estate in the City of Holland.
Inquire at this Office.

LOCATED OPPOSITE THE

Cor. Eighth and Fish Streets,

E. J.

TN

1

I

have

Better do without something else,

in “Practical

AND BLINDS,

D. Tan Bruggen,

BANKERS,
HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.

LE FEB RE.

LAND WANTED,

Blacksmithshop of

BANKING.

to.

STEAM

Jackets, at the

each succeeding season will

“G,”

A

PromptirAtteidei

Holland, Mich., Feb.

whe

J. \V.

and secure neat, convenient barns, and
clearly the

satisfy all

CO.

161 Jefferaon Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Sold by all Druggists.

,
48-tf

Mm

anil

No.

Or anything in our line, manufactured on short
uoti.e.

H.
»F.

kinds of sewing done to order.

TEMPS VERY MODERATE.

IKZILIsr

DOORS, SASH

mg

“

and convenienceresulting from them

all

HENRIETTA

SPECIALITY.

check at sight. Foreign exchange bought aud
so d. Tickets t« and from all points in Europe
stock on a farm. This is true. But then ottered before in this city.
sold at our office.
the barn must be built to suit the farm,
N. KENYON.
Gents’ suits (common wear) $3.75 to $10.00.

either than they can afford. The advantages

And

AND THE DRYING OF LUMPER
WN SHALL MAKE A

A trial of neverul year- has proven to the
satisfactionof many tnut it is efficacious
in Curing

to

and this- changes the matter. A sthall
“ (fine dress)- $10.00 to $26.00.
farm will need a small building; and a
large farm, one more capacious. So the Boyg and children’s suits, all wool $4 to
expense of building need not be more for
$10. Also a large stock of Overall’s and

Mill.

Most Approved Patterns;

WE HAVE

CLOETINGH.

1875.

DBESSMAKING

Or Re-Sawing Done.

theso DA..gjrou4 Aifootiuns.
patients of all ages, and
either mix. mid tne hu t that it cun he used
without danger frommvnlentai overdone
renders it indispensable to every family.

A.

Muskegon, Sept. 8

for

Do a general Banking, Exchange, and Collection business. Collections made on all points in
the United States and Europe, Particularattention paid to the collectionsof Banks and Bankers.
Remittances made on the day of payment. All
•business Intrustedto ns shall have prompt attention. Interest allowed on time desosits, subject

and necessitatetrouble, not being adapted

M

LYON.

Prepared only by

Pearl Street, New York.

Ready Made Clothing.

II.

Planing, Matching,

Its adaptation to

*Y~

ten years to build a good barn. An

T.

And we are confident we can
want

Diseases of Hie Throat aod Loons,

—

^

A

the

A preparation which EJectnallyControls

is

a beautiful work. It will interest educated and
minds as well as the most ordinary
A good barn contributesto the conven- cultivated
reader. It ts the only Sunday magazine published
ience and comfort of everything, and im In this country. Every number has 128 pages filled
with the most select and fascinating literature,
parts an air of thrift, neatness,and order ranging
Sermon byv the
Editor \KJg,
(Dr. \j
C., x*
F..
O from
**
tuu .a^vtliut
~ __ the
_ m .a ««a
'
Deems,
pastor of the Church of the Strangers), to
to the Entire farm, that never fails to favorICS
stirringTales, general Topics and Essays, Poetry,
ably impress all who visit it. Light, Music, Fun, Science,History,
toi
etc., in great va
r ety. Each copy of this Magazinehas liw exquiwarmth, and ventilation are indispensable site engravings of the most
Interesting character.
i*f
Ii
such as
— has reacheda- circulation
\.n vuiatiuu and
aim prosperity
proimernysuen
to the health and development of animals,
make it
It one of the marvels of periodicalliterature.
and these conditions should be found in It is indeed a beautiful work. Buy It and see for
yourselves.Single copies are only *.> cents, ami
every barn. Many a farmer looses more Annual Subscription Price only $3, post paid. Adthan enough grain in the course of five or dress orders to
Frank Leslie’s Publishing House,

ample, well-arranged building

BOOKBINDING!

Lung Syrup,

I

LESLIE’S POPULAR MONTHLY has

SCOTT.

W.

Of

AND

is the most
It should be

TRANSIENT.

|

77.

In re-building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,

beautiful of all the
ladies papers.
found on the table of
every lady in the laud. Price HI cents a copy; annual subscription, $4, postpaid.
. j, *

no everlastingtramping over the

NINTH AND FISH STREETS,

(Mm

FashionableIntelligence;PersonalChit Chat;

il

Is a new House, added to the old Rev.
Smith’sresidence, on the corner of

STEADY

Planing

FRANK LESLIE'S LADY’S JOURNAL, 16
pages, issued weekly, contains excellent Pictures
and full descriptions of the very Latest Styles of
Ladies and Children’s Ware; nsefu. information
on Family Topics; Select Stories; Beautiful Illustrationsof Home and Foreign Subjects; Poetiy;

A

Is newly fitted np and furnished, and Its location
The undersigned desires to announce to the la the most convenientto both the railroaddepots.
public in general, that he is now the sole proprie It is now readv to receive guetts, both
tor of this well-known and popular hotel, and
that he will hereafter give hie peteonal attention
,
to the managementof the house and the wants
We solicit a share of the public patronage, am, 8^
of his guests The honse has been rcflttedand re- will endeavor to treat our guests In such a manner
furnished, and ndw offers the best af accommeda- aa to merit their approval.
tlons to the traveling public. It contains 180 handJ.
some and commodieus rooms, fitly of which can
Holland, Oct. 25,
87-lf Proprietor.
be had with board at $2.00 per day, and the romairder at the usual price, Having conductedthe
hotel business In Grand Rapids for the past sixteen years, and thahkfnl for former patronage, the
proprietor hopes for a continuanceof the same.
The rooms of Sweet’s Hotel are not excelled by
The undersignedwishes to inform his old friend*
any public house in the State, the tables are sup- and residents of Holland and vicinitythat being at
plied with all the iqarkets afford, and carefulalien- present located at Muskegon, he has made arrangeMen Is given by all employees.
ments with Mr. D. R. Mecnas, at Holland, at whose
Hoping to receive a liberal patronagefrom the store,on River street, all joo work for binding can
traveling public, which will bo duly appreciated be left. I have purchaseda new and complete line
by the proprietor.
of tools and stock and will famish first-class work.

FHCEJlSriX

is not half the labor to feed Amutdng Cartoons on the Follies and Foib’esof
and see after the stock. Besides, there is the Day ; Sparks of Mirth, etc., etc. frank Leelie't
with this,

rpHIS

Proprietor.

Special Announcement,

_ _

The Chimney Corner, sixteen pages, with eight
pages of Illustrations,primed on fine paper, is
published every Monday, price only 10 cents; annual subscription, $1, post-paid. Address your
orders to Frank Leslie's Publishing House, M7
Pearl Street, New York.

If

fed in the pastures and woodlands of the

farm than

storiesextremely interestingare

LYON, - - -

T. H,

iWay to Its subscribers,

his occupation a profitable
satisfied that stock

2-7w

completedIn each number, while Biographies, Adventures. Essays,Fun, Travels, Natural Hlstorv,
Legends,Anecdotes,Science, etc., make this publication one of the most entertaining in existence.
Exquisite steel engravingsare frequently given

this Is a sad mistake. Practically we have

proven

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

the ninth day of April, A. D. 1878,

trne

nut unfrequemly last two

and sometime three days. No humane,

and

CHIMNEY CORNER-

ten o'clock,In the forenoon, at the premiseshereThl* beautiful peilodlcal,the beat American Fam- inafter described In the Township of Olive,* In the
ily Journal, Stonr Paper and Home Friend, ha*
County of Ottawa in the State of Michigan, pursubeen the succeaafnl rival •fall the weekly journal* ant to License and authority granted to me on the
for the nast thlrteeh yearn. It gained a place In Eighteenth day of February, A. D. 1878, by the
the mlnda and heart* of our people, and now the Probate Court of Ottawa County, Michigan, all of
name of Its patrons la Legion.
the estate, right, title and Interest of the said
Tbla year the CAimney Corner seem to he better deceased of, in and to the real estate situated and
than ever. . Its ferial atorlee ore of the moat being In the Coanty of Ottawa in the State of
absorbing and hlvoly character,of great power, Michigan, known ana described as follows, to-wii:
I'fe and full of merit, taking a wide range Lot three (8) or the north-westfractional quarter
of anb ecta. to please every member of a house- of the north west fractional quarter of section
hold-^he domestic story for the mother, the twenty-two (2-2) In town six (6) north of range
charming love-tale for the daughters,the more sixteen (16) west. County of Ottawa and State of
dramatic for the young men, the solid novel for Michigan,containing thirty-eight and thlrty-hun
older readers, and then we have atii-ring adventure dredth* acres be the same more or less. Subject
to the widows right of dowei. Terms made known
for the boys and lalry-talea
for the children.
at the time and place of sale.
Habberton. Howard. Robinson, De Forrest,
Datkd, February 23. A. D. 1878.
Benedict, 8. Annie Frost, Annie Thomas, Etta W.
ALE P. STEGENUA, Adminletrator.
Pierce, and other eminent writters,are its regular

In a climate so changeable ns nurs, the

Fall, winter,

LESLIE'S

WEET’S HOTEL SCOTT’S HOTEL

S

5-4w

be

and Cloaking.

taken* in Exchange for goods, at the

highest Market Price, at tbe

Cheap Cash Store of

E. J. Harrington.

I.

&

S.

VAN DEN BERGE,

EIGHTH STREET

HOLLAND, MICH

